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Abstract
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Preamble

At the end of 2000 the estimated population of Internet users was about 360 million. Mid-2010 it reached 1.97 billion [Int10]. While the Internet continues to spread, its usage is also more and more present in our everyday’s life. In developed countries, people often have access to the Internet at work, at home, and increasingly on mobile devices through 3G or WiFi.

Each of these devices must be assigned an IP address to communicate with others on the Internet. The currently used address space, IPv4, was designed in the 1970s [Pos81]. It has a theoretical capacity of only 3.7 billion addresses whose many are lost due to suboptimal allocation. The exhaustion of the IPv4 addresses is now a matter of months [NRO10]. To address this issue, a new network-layer protocol, IPv6, has been designed [DH98] and implemented. Since IPv6 uses 128-bit addresses, it does not suffer from the same addressing space problem as IPv4.

Unfortunately, IPv6 is also subject to scalability issues, but for other reasons. A key operation to allow IPv6 to scale is to be able to easily change the IP addresses of all devices in a campus or enterprise network. This operation is called renumbering [CR96]. Some protocols as DHCP [DBV+03] or Neighbor Discovery [NNSS07] already solve the problem for end-hosts connected on a LAN. However, these protocols cannot easily be applied to all routers and servers. As automated tools are missing, renumbering a network is often done manually and is thus lengthy and error-prone [BLD05]. The first part of this thesis focuses on secure renumbering and automated tools to help the process.

Besides, more and more mobile phones are equipped with both 3G and WiFi interfaces. In the meantime, the tablet market is growing quickly. These tablets as well as laptops require an internet connection for a large part
of their popular applications. Unfortunately, connecting all these devices to the Internet is still painful.

On the one hand, although 3G has been designed for that purpose, it is still expensive and slow, and a big change is not expected in the next few years. On the other hand, WiFi is usually much faster than 3G and much easier to deploy, mostly indoor. Users have typically access to WiFi at home and at work. Between these locations, connecting to a WiFi network is often difficult and risky. Rogue access points can be set up very easily and more secure solutions are often painful to use. In the second part of this thesis, we present Secure WiFi SHaring (SWISH), a protocol that enables to secure WiFi sharing and offers security for both the visited network and the visitor. SWISH is compatible within existing standards and has been deployed in actual networks.

Road map

This thesis is organized in two independent parts. Part I tackles the IP renumbering problem while Part II is about WiFi sharing.

Chapter 1 presents how IPv6 addressing works and why IP renumbering is a key issue for the Internet. Chapter 2 describes a new paradigm for secure address allocation and propagation that can help managing networks that often need to change their IP prefix. Chapter 3 proposes a simple and efficient way to update configuration files in servers and routers by using macros which allows writing configuration that are independent from the IP addresses. Chapter 4 summarizes this part and discusses some perspectives.

In the second part of the thesis, Chapter 5 introduces the issues, mostly in terms of security, of existing WiFi sharing solutions. Chapter 6 details our secure WiFi sharing solution, i.e., its architecture, the protocol and some extensions. Chapter 7 reports on our implementation, on our deployment in campus networks and summarizes the lessons learned from the practical measurements we have achieved. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes on this topic.
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Part I

Re-numbering in IPv6 Networks
Chapter 1

Introduction

The current Internet Protocol (v4) was designed in the 1970s. At that time, IP addresses were divided in classes, and organizations willing to connect to the Internet had to obtain an address block from the IANA. In the late 80s, the class-based addresses combined with the growth of the Internet caused two main problems \[FLYV93\]. First, the sizes of class-A, class-B and class-C addresses were too rigid. Second, projections in the early 90s indicated that the 32 bits Internet address space would become an increasingly limiting resource. The first problem was solved by the introduction of Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR) \[FLYV93\] that supports variable size subnets. To face the second problem, the development of IP next generation, now known as IPv6, started \[BM95\]. Compared to IPv4, the main benefit of IPv6 is its 128-bit address space.

From a scalability viewpoint, a key element of an addressing architecture is how address blocks are allocated. With IPv4, address blocks were initially allocated in a first-come first-served basis. Later, two types of address blocks were defined: Provider Independent (PI) and Provider Aggregatable (PA). PI address blocks are assigned by routing registries to ISPs and large customers only. PA address blocks are assigned by ISPs, from their PA block, to smaller customers. When a PI address block is allocated to an organization, this organization can use this address block while being connected to any provider. On the other hand, if it receives a PA address block from provider X, it cannot switch to provider Y without renumbering, i.e., updating all its IP addresses.
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With IPv6, the initial address allocation plans [RL95] were strongly in favor of mainly allocating PA address blocks to avoid overloading the Internet routing tables, and thus to permit routing scalability. The first policies used by Regional Internet Registries (RIR) basically assumed that IPv6 addresses would only be allocated to ISPs [CSM+09]. Today, end-user organizations are lobbying to force the RIRs to also allocate PI address blocks to them [Pal09]. Their main motivation is that, unfortunately, practical experience has shown that it is very difficult for a customer network to renumber when it needs to change provider. Despite the widespread use of automatic configuration of end-hosts, the addresses used by the routers are mostly manually configured. Moreover, renumbering requires being able to update all configuration files in which IP addresses appear, which include DNS configurations, firewall access lists, DHCP configurations, etc [BLD05].

Besides, it can be considered that an IPv6 site will have to renumber one or several times during its existence. This can be a consequence of a network growth or merge, or, as claimed earlier, due to a provider change. From this perspective, the switch to IPv6 can be seen as an opportunity to design the network addressing in a way that makes further renumbering easier.

In this part of the thesis, we present methods and tools that can be used to ease the renumbering of IPv6 networks. We predominantly discuss renumbering steps, namely, the address block allocation between entities, the announcement of new prefixes through a network and the update of host configurations to take new prefixes into account.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 present the state of the art around IPv6 addressing and can be skipped by readers familiar with this topic. Section 1.3 explains the renumbering issue in more details. Finally, this chapter concludes with the road map of this part of the thesis.

1.1 IPv6 Address Format

Compared to IPv4, the main benefit of IPv6 is its 128-bit address space. The size of this address space fully solves — at least in theory — the IPv4
1.1. IPv6 Address Format

The IETF standards define the format of an IPv6 address, which is represented as a hexadecimal string and more precisely by a set of eight 4-hexadecimal-digit fields separated by colons. It is not necessary to write the leading zeros in an individual field, but there must be at least one numeral in every field. Only unicast IPv6 addresses will be useful to understand this chapter, so the format of any- and multicast addresses will not be discussed here. These unicast addresses are made of two part of 64 bits.

The leftmost 64 bits of an unicast IPv6 address (2001:5853:BC75:20F3 in our example) corresponds to the subnet prefix. A subnet prefix identifies an IP subnet, i.e., a local link where hosts are interconnected with hubs or switches. A prefix will always be written giving a full IP address filled with zeros for out-of-prefix bits, and its size in bits. In our example, it could be written 2001:5853:BC75:20F3:0:0:0:0/36. For more convenience, several zeros of an IPv6 address can be replaced by two colons. As a result, the subnet prefix of our example would be written 2001:5853:BC75:20F3::/64.

The rightmost 64 bits of an IPv6 address are called the Interface Identifier (IID) and are used to identify a specific network interface connected on a subnet. For obvious reasons, this IID must be unique on a subnet and for this purpose, it was first proposed to compute these 64 bits based on Ether-

---

1A 128-bit address space corresponds to $3.4 \cdot 10^{38}$ addresses, much more than atoms on Earth. IPv4 address space has $4.2 \cdot 10^9$ which is lower than the number of inhabitants on Earth.

2In this chapter, fields in addresses are given a specific name, for example, subnet. When this name is used with the term ID as an identifier after the name (e.g., subnet ID), it refers to the contents of the named field. When it is used with the term prefix (e.g., subnet prefix), it refers to the address from the left up to and including this field.
net MAC address [IEE97]. Mainly for privacy reasons, other way to generate these IID, either randomly [NDK07] or using cryptography [Aur05], have also been proposed.

The subnet prefixes are not directly allocated by the Regional Internet Registries (RIR) to the subnet. Instead, an edge network (i.e., a company, a university, etc) will typically receive from its ISP a shorter prefix that the network will be in charge to allocate in its own network. In the given example, the global routing prefix received by the edge network is 2001:5853:BC75::/48. The subnet ID, 20F3, has been locally allocated by the network within its infrastructure.

1.1.1 Global versus Local Addressing

IPv6 enables both global (i.e., routable through the Internet) and local addressing. The easiest way to recognize them is that the 2000::/3 prefix is reserved for unicast global addressing whereas the FD00::/8 prefix is for local addressing. The local prefix used by an edge network is self-assigned and should be chosen to avoid collision with local networks of other organizations. Such local addresses are called Unique Local Addresses (ULA) [HH05].

Link-local addresses are also allowed in IPv6. They use a fixed subnet (FE80::/64) and must be confined on a subnet. These addresses will not be used in our work but had to be mentioned as they are often used.

1.2 IPv6 Address Allocation

The address allocation architecture is a key element for the scalability of the Internet. In this section, the way IPv6 addresses are allocated today to ISPs, edge-networks, LANs and hosts is explained.

---

3RIRs manage, distribute and register public Internet Number Resources. There are currently five RIRs: AfricNIC, APNIC, ARIN, LACNIC, RIPE NCC.
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1.2.1 Address Block Allocation to Internet Service Providers (ISP) and Edge Networks

The main consequence of using Provider Independent (PI) addresses is that each of these address blocks appear in the BGP routing tables used in the default-free zone\(^4\). This would lead to scalability issues, mainly if we consider the large address space available with IPv6.

On the contrary, since Provider Aggregatable (PA) addresses are chosen as a subset of the ISP address block, there is no need for any extra-route out from ISP. However, as depicted on Figure 1.2, a network using PA and willing to change its ISP will obtain a new address block if this change occurs.

In practice, IANA allocates IP address blocks to the RIRs for further allocation to their members. The hierarchical management structure, shown on Figure 1.3, is that IANA allocates IP addresses to Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), who in turn allocate address space to large ISPs and Local Internet Registries (LIRs) within their respective regions, who then assign them to smaller ISPs and edge-networks.

Following this scheme, each large ISP receives a /32 prefix for allocation to its clients. Based on the initial recommendations of IAB/IESG to end-sites [II01], end-sites should be assigned a /48. Based on experience, RIRs have started revisiting these recommendations to assign smaller block size to end-sites. However, a key principle is that end-sites should always be able to obtain a reasonable amount of address space for their actual and planned usage. One particular situation that must be avoided is “having an end site feel compelled to use IPv6-to-IPv6 Network Address Translation or other burdensome address conservation techniques because it could not get sufficient address space” [NHR10].

RIRs also define that a larger initial or subsequent allocation than /32 can be requested if the organization shows that it would require a larger allocation for migrating its current IPv4 services to IPv6 or for a growth plan [CSM+09, APN10]. This criterion is measured using the HD-Ratio on /56 prefixes. The HD-Ratio, the Host-Density Ratio [DH01], is a logarithmic-

---

\(^4\)The default-free zone refers to the set of Internet backbone’s routers that do not use a default route to route packets to any destination.
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(a) With Provider Independent (PI) addressing, a customer can change its provider without changing its IP prefix.

(b) With Provider Aggregable (PA) addressing, a customer moving to a new provider obtains a new IP prefix.

Figure 1.2: Impact of a provider change on addressing.

scale measurement for address space utilization and is expressed as the ratio of log(number of allocated address blocks) to log(maximum number of allocatable address blocks). APNIC defines 0.96 as the acceptable HD-ratio to justify the allocation of additional address space (/31, /30, ...) [APN10]. For RIPE, the latest document update mentions 0.94 [CSM+09], which corresponds to an utilization ratio of 36.9% for a /32 network.

1.2.2 Allocation of an IP prefix in a Network

Until now, the allocation of an IP address block within a network is mainly a manual operation. Network administrators typically prefer to keep full control on this critical step. But with IPv6, it is changing.
1.2. IPv6 Address Allocation

Firstly, if the IP prefix of the network is likely to change, updating the configuration purely manually of the whole network can be painful. Actually, in most networks, IP addresses appear in much more places than simply in routers. The other network devices such as packet filters, DHCP servers or DNS servers typically deal with IP addresses in their configuration. Mahajan et al. [MWA02] have also shown that manual router configuration can be error-prone.

Secondly, the larger address space of IPv6 allows a much lower utilization ratio. Manual optimization of the address space is probably not required anymore in most IPv6 networks.

Unlike IPv4, it is possible in IPv6 to use more than one IP prefix at the same time in a network. There are many reasons to enable two (or more) IP prefixes in a network. Here are some of them:

- use a ULA prefix for security and reserved for internal communications;
- using two PA prefixes from two different ISPs to improve the network reliability (using SHIM6 [NB09] on end-hosts) or to perform load balancing;
- using two prefixes for a short time to replace smoothly a prefix by another one.
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A last difference between IPv4 and IPv6 for the address allocation within a network is that, due to the address format (shown at Figure 1.1), the task is actually limited to allocating a subnet id to each subnet of the network. It is much simpler than in IPv4 where each subnet may have a different size from the other ones.

1.2.3 Host IP Address Allocation on a Local Link

New IPv6 standards have quickly defined new ways, stateless ones, for announce end-host to obtain an address on the LAN [NNSS07, TNJ07]. The egress router periodically sends a Router Advertisement message on the LAN to announce its IP prefixes (/64 prefixes). When end-hosts receive this message, they generate a 64-bit IID to create a full IPv6 address. In order to check whether the address is already in use, the host sends a Neighbor Solicitation message (whose role is quite similar to ARP in IPv4) on the LAN. If it has not received any response, the address is considered unique and is used by the host. This protocol, the Neighbor Discovery Protocol, was supposed to be the only way to allocate address on a LAN using IPv6 but actually three main problems were raised. The first one was that most network administrators do not want to lose control over the addresses allocated on their LAN and prefer a stateful mechanism in which IP-MAC mapping is known and possibly fixed. The second one was that the mechanism allows to impersonate easily the egress router, and to prevents a host from obtaining an address on the LAN. Finally, ND did not permit to learn the DNS server of the network.

The first problem led to re-definition of the DHCP protocol for IPv6 [DBV03]. DHCPv6 is stateful and works roughly in the same way as DHCP for IPv4: a server located on the LAN distributes IP addresses from its pool on request for the end-host.

The second one was solved by adding authentication and integrity checking to ND. The SEcure ND protocol (SEND) [AKZN05] uses Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) [Aur05] and a signature in each critical message to achieve these goals. CGA are used to bind the IP address chosen by a host to its private key. It prevents an attacker from pretending

\footnote{The egress router is the first router on the outgoing path from the end-hosts to the Internet.}
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that each IP address proposed by a host collides with its own address. To perform authentication, SEND relies on asymmetric cryptography. Each end-host generates its own self-signed certificate and derives its (CGA) IP address from the public key using a one-way function. Then, it is able to sign ND messages sent on the LAN. *Router advertisement* messages that contain the prefix and the gateway to use must also be protected. To achieve this goal, routers also possess a certificate. But this time, this certificate must be approved by an entity trusted by the end-host. To permit deployment in a large network, a PKI and certification path can be used even if the end-host has not IP address yet.

For the third problem, ND specification mentions that DNS server information should be distributed using a DHCP server. Actually, a flag in the *Router Advertisement* message can be included to tell the end-host that other information (such as DNS server list) is available via DHCPv6. The main reason is that, for the implementation on the client side, DNS information must be treated in user space while other ND features have to be implemented in the kernel [Jeo06]. However, one may think that deploying a DHCP server only to send DNS server information is a bit overkilling. That is why a DNS configuration option has been defined [JPBM10] recently.

1.2.4 IPv6 address lifetime

To help end-hosts to deal with multiple addresses, each IPv6 address is associated with a status [TNJ07]. An address can either be tentative, preferred, deprecated, valid or invalid, as depicted on Figure 1.4. *Tentative addresses* are only used with ND (or SEND) to specify that the address has been chosen but is waiting for potential collisions. When an address has been received using DHCP and tentative time is over, address is defined valid until the end of the *valid lifetime*. This lifetime as well as the *preferred lifetime* are received within the *DHCP offer* or the *Router Advertisement*. *Valid addresses* can be used by the host and should be routed by the network. During the *preferred lifetime*, the use of the address is unrestricted both as source and destination. When the *preferred lifetime* is over but not the valid one, the address is considered as *deprecated*, which means it should not be used to initiate new connection.
The status of addresses indicates to upper layers which ones can be used to initiate new connections, as defined in the address selection algorithms [Dra03]. Of course, it is also very helpful to renumber a LAN since it allows the prefix to be smoothly changed as it will be described in Chapter 3.

1.3 The Renumbering Issue

To renumber successfully, and so, to avoid provider lock-in, sites must indeed be able to announce a new prefix through their networks and to update all configuration files in which IPv6 addresses appear. Typical examples include DNS configurations, router configurations, firewall access lists, DHCP configurations, etc. For small networks with one or a very few LANs, renumbering is often not really a problem, only medium to large sites are therefore affected by this problem. The most common reasons to renumber such a network include: [CAF10, FB97]

- change of ISP or prefix change by the ISP itself,
- change of site topology (reorganization, merging, split),
- during IPv6 deployment (for the first time or when changing the access type, e.g., from tunneled to native)

Although this problem had been identified [CR96, BFLN96] in the mid 90s, most network operators think that the procedures that have to be followed today for renumbering [BLD05] require lots of manual operations and are therefore still complex, lengthy, and error-prone. Additionally, the fact that lots of networks have not started their transition to IPv6 yet can be
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seen as an opportunity to set up clear renumbering procedures and tools that can be used from the IPv6 first configuration.

Most network managers agree, the renumbering of an IP network should be done without a flag day \cite{CFV06}. A “flag day” is a procedure in which the network, or a part of it, is changed during a planned outage, or suddenly, causing an outage while the network recovers. Avoiding disruption requires the network to be modified using what in mobility might be called a “make before break” procedure: the network is enabled to use a new prefix while the old one is still operational, operation is switched to that prefix, and then the old one is taken down \cite{BLD05}. While a flag day was needed with IPv4, the fact that end-hosts can use several addresses at the same time makes smooth renumbering feasible with IPv6.

It is worth noting that several network architecture proposals would not require edge network to renumber anymore: Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) \cite{Atk10}, Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) \cite{FFML10} and Six/One \cite{Vog09}. However, these protocols need important architectural modifications and are far to be widely used across the Internet. Moreover, these would only eliminate the “PA addressing” reason for renumbering, not the other ones (i.e., changes in network architecture).

In this part of thesis, we propose some mechanisms and tools to ease the renumbering of an IP network. \textbf{Chapter 2} describes a secure mechanism for address allocation and distribution across a network and between several networks. \textbf{Chapter 3} explains how it is possible to automate the update of configuration files by using macros and simple scripts. Finally, \textbf{Chapter 4} concludes this topic and discusses some possible further works.
Chapter 2

Address Allocation and Propagation

As explained in the previous chapter, address allocation and the propagation through the network is performed manually in most networks. In this chapter, we propose a new address block allocation and distribution protocol that has been designed to be both secure and efficient. We call it SMAAD, for Secure Mechanism for Address Block Allocation and Distribution.

SMAAD is targeted for edge networks as well as ISP networks that receive one or several prefixes from their ISPs and need to provide address blocks to some sub-networks. We model such networks as represented at Figure 2.1. In this figure, arrows represent the direction of address block allocation. SMAAD is composed of three main parts. One or several prefixes are obtained from upstream ISPs by border routers (α, β on Figure 2.1). Sub-networks needing an address block ask for it at border routers (D, E, F on Figure 2.1). The routers negotiate which parts of the obtained prefixes have to be allocated to sub-networks. These sub-networks can be a simple LAN, a self-managed sub-network of the company or customer networks which need a prefix. Actually, most edge- and ISP networks that are in charge of several sub-networks can fit in this network model.

In this chapter, we first define which other existing tools can be used to propagate prefix information through networks. Then, we describe a mechanism that would permit to fully and securely automate prefix allocation and propagation. We insist on the fact that the address allocation means,
in this context, the subdivision of a prefix received into sub-prefixes.

2.1 Existing mechanisms

Some researchers tackle with the manual configuration problem solution by providing “autoconfiguration”. These solutions actually do not target the same networks or objectives than ours. For instance, none of them consider at the same time the two issues of allocating address blocks and distributing them. They also do not take into account that all the subnets have not necessary the same size.

The NAP Protocol (No Administration Protocol) by Chelius et al. is targeted at SOHO (Small Office and Home Office) network [CFT05]. They provide a protocol for allocating an address block to /64 LAN only. The NAP protocol is integrated in OSPFv3 [CFML08] using its link state advertisements and a prototype NAP router has been implemented. Unfortunately, NAP does not consider the problems faced by campus and enterprise networks such as the security issues and the need for regrouping some class of users into the same prefix. In our case, we do not think that forcing an edge network or ISP to use OSPF is feasible. Finally, NAP does not provide any security feature.

The address allocation problem has also been studied within ad-hoc networks and notably within the autoconf working group of the IETF [Bac08]. A detailed survey of the solutions that have been discussed within this working group may be found in [BCM10]. The solutions developed for wireless
2.2. Requirements

ad-hoc networks cannot easily be reused for ISP networks because they assume that all routers will receive prefixes having the same size and do not take security into account. Moreover, these works are focused on ad-hoc networks and as they say “classical solutions do not work as-is on MANETs due to ad hoc networks’ unique characteristics”.

The Prefix Delegation [TD03] option for DHCPv6 can be used by an ISP to delegate or withdraw a prefix for a customer’s router. This mechanism is intended for delegating a long-lived prefix only and the configuration of the assigned prefix must be done manually. The authentication of DHCP messages (as explained in the Section 21 of [DBV+03]) should be used to authenticate both the server and the client.

The Router Renumbering protocol [Cra00] is a ICMP-based protocol that could be used to propagate the current prefix or a new prefix to use in a network. The protocol is not in charge of address assignment, the announced prefix must be configured manually. The protocol does not embed any security functionality and the only way proposed to secure it is to use IPsec on each link between routers. There appears to be little experience with it [CAF10] and this protocol is rarely cited as an actual renumbering solution.

2.2 Requirements

An address block allocation protocol should achieve some important requirements. The main ones are the following.

Acceptable utilization ratio of address space. As explained in Section 1.2.1 RIRs require organization to meet a specific HD-ratio value to request a larger address block. A mechanism for prefix auto-assignment should allocate address blocks in a way such that an acceptable HD-ratio can be reached.

Security. It is easy to be convinced that an address block allocation mechanism is a key component of an IP network and could be the target of attacks. Indeed, this protocol, in the network configuration process, runs prior to the other IP protocols. Therefore, if this protocol
were compromised, the entire network or a large part of it could be compromised.

The first risk comes from a malicious router that could be intruded into the network. In addition to the security threats on all the routing and IP protocols, this router could send several kinds of messages to confuse the address block distribution protocol. It should be possible for a router to detect whether its neighbor is a legitimate router. For instance, if router $\alpha$ on Figure 2.2 is unauthorized, neighbor routers should not trust it and thus not forward its messages.

The second risk, represented by $\beta$ on Figure 2.2, is another way of obtaining similar rights but without inserting a router. It consists in intercepting the packets exchanged between two routers and performing a man-in-the-middle attack. We do not consider the confidentiality as a requirement, however message authentication and integrity must be achieved.

The last two risks are based on abusing a link between border routers and their providers or customers (e.g., as routers $\gamma$ or $\delta$ on Figure 2.2). Invalid prefix announcements can cause a global unavailability or traffic hijacking. Abuse can also appear on a link with sub-networks, if a customer is able to request any block size without any check, it can easily exhaust the whole address space or simply obtain a prefix size larger than the one it is supposed to receive.

Compatibility with existing protocols. Since the role of the mecha-
nism is limited to address block allocation, it must be independent from the routing protocol (OSPF, IS-IS, . . .). Additionally, we think that forcing a network to use a specific routing protocol to support our protocol is actually not realistic.

Roles. In an ISP, enterprise or campus network, network operators usually group the hosts that have similar roles in contiguous address blocks. For example, all loopback addresses of routers usually belong to the same prefix, all servers are grouped in a few prefixes and the hosts used by students in a campus network are grouped in contiguous prefixes as well. ISPs also group their customers in prefixes depending on their type (e.g., home users, business customers, . . .). This allows defining and deploying policies on routers (e.g., QoS, traffic engineering, . . .) that are more scalable and easier to maintain. Common examples are the packet filters deployed on most routers and firewalls to filter unwanted packets. Chown et al. have shown that updating packet filters is a difficult problem when renumbering a network [CFV06].

Prefix coloring. Another requirement is that the prefixes received from different providers are not necessarily equals. Due to routing policies, it can be necessary to classify the prefixes received from providers in different categories. For instance, if a National Research Network has been allocated a prefix from a backbone research network, it should only allocate address blocks from it to its customers that are research labs. Primary and secondary schools should not be allocated an address block from such a research prefix.

2.3 Description of Our Solution

Following these requirements, we have designed a new protocol that allows assigning and delivering securely new address blocks. The protocol is distributed, which means that any router that participates in the protocol is able to assign addresses. The protocol is also request-driven, i.e., it does not know in advance who will request addresses and which block size will be requested and only seek which block to assign on request.
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We allow in our protocol to request any size of address blocks. As a consequence, we need to define some new terms to define the structure of an IPv6 address as represented on Figure 1.1. The Global Routing Prefix is still the prefix received by the network from its ISP. But the network has to assign address block inside its subnet ID with respect to the block size requested. The part of the SID assigned by the network to its sub-network (the leftmost bits) will be called the “assigned SID” and noted ASID. The part of the SID that the sub-network can use inside its own network will be called the “delegated SID” and noted DSID.

Besides, we also need to introduce lifetimes for prefixes. Even if the IETF has defined some IPv6 address lifetime (as explained in Section 1.2.4), the lifetime of IP prefixes has not clearly been defined. Figure 2.3 shows the prefix statuses that are used internally for SMAAD. The new pending and reserved status work as follow: a prefix is pending for a short period starting when the address block has been proposed and during which collision with another prefix can occur. The reserved status is used for address blocks that have been assigned recently and that should not be used by someone else for a moment as some packets might still be sent from the Internet to them. Note that these two new status do not conflict with standards since they are only used locally for address blocks.

2.3.2 SMAAD in a nutshell

Disregarding the security, we can summarize the SMAAD mechanism as follows. One of the core routers receives a message from the ISP stating the prefixes that have been assigned to the network. This information is flooded to all core routers so that each one knows the information. Once a new sub-
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network is connected to a core router, this sub-network’s first router requests
an address block of a specific size. On reception of such a request, the core
router registers a new address block among the free address space. Once it
has been chosen, the block ASID is broadcasted to the core of the network.
If no collision is detected, the core router replies to the sub-network. This
overall mechanism is similar to the NAP proposal [CFT05].

2.3.3 The secure architecture

We tackle with the security risks defined in Section 2.2 by two comple-
mentary approaches: a global top-down one in which assigned prefixes are
globally authenticated and a local bottom-up one for authenticating sub-
networks and core routers.

The first idea is that IPv6 prefix delegations and certificate delegations
should go together. In other words, each network that possesses a prefix
should obtain, from its ISP, a certificate proving that it is allowed to use
and delegate it. In our mechanism, these are used to authenticate our ISP’s
routers and to authenticate our delegated prefixes among our sub-networks.
Actually, we rely on the X.509 extensions for IP addresses [LKS04] which
implies that, when one of our border routers communicates with an ISP’s
router, the certificate authenticates the ISP and the prefix. When a net-
work tries to authenticate its ISP, it has typically no Internet connectivity
to validate the ISP’s certificate. The border router of the ISP can help its
customer in obtaining evidences using a certification path, i.e., the list of
certificates from the ISP to the global certification authority. This certi-
fication path can be checked by the customer in the same way it is done
with other protocols already proposed at IETF [AKZN05]. Until now, this
proposition only ensures top-down authentication, i.e., a network can only
authenticate its ISPs, not its customers.

To allow a provider to authenticate its customers, our network has its
own certification authority and each router is configured with a certificate (as
suggested by Greenberg et al. [GHM+05]) to confirm that it does belong to
the network. Moreover, an X.509 certificate signed by our local certification
authority (CA) is also provided to all equipments that have specific rights
in our network, i.e., all sub-networks that are allowed to request a prefix.
Actually, the certificate itself identifies its owner and we associate it with attribute certificates \cite{FHT10} to provide authorization. These attributes are used by our subnets to specify their role, their provided prefix colors and their address block size. These certificates could be given offline to customers when the contract is signed and are used when the customer connects to one of our border routers. Attribute certificates are also used to authenticate connections among routers: a neighbor is considered as a legitimate router if and only if it can be authenticated. In practice, the CA should also be known by all nodes that authenticate other ones. The connection between two routers does not need any confidentiality but, as previously asserted, has to be protected against injections, replays and message modifications. Therefore security parameters must be used in each message sent between routers. This can be made using IPsec, SSL or by defining some new fields to our protocol messages. The revocation of the bottom-up authentication can be done easily since the core routers can receive up-to-date revocation lists or request the local certification authority.

### 2.3.4 Address Allocation

This section explains how address blocks are chosen within the address space for assignment. This assignment algorithm can be run by any core router that is connected to a sub-network on request from the sub-network. Its objective is to find the more suitable address block of the requested size to assign to the sub-networks.

Assigning address block in an intermediary network that has ISPs and sub-networks — as the ones we target for this protocol — can be reduced to assigning the right ASID for each sub-network. When assigning an address block, we do not care of the prefix we receive from our ISP. Considering only ASID allows simplifying the algorithm and additionally allows making a unique ASID assignment for several prefixes, if they all have the same size. For instance, consider that the network has obtained two /32 prefixes, 2001:abcd::/32 and 2001:1234::/32, from its ISPs. If the sub-network requests a /48 prefix and the assignment results in the “5678” ASID, this sub-network will obtain as prefixes 2001:abcd:5678::/48 and 2001:1234:5678::/48.

For optimization purposes, instead of choosing an independent block for
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each sub-network, each core router chooses a large address block that can contain all the sub-networks it is attached to, we will call this larger block the router block. This grouping allows only announcing one prefix to all the core routers, which reduces the number of messages and the table size in routers. It also allows a much better address aggregation which results into shorter forwarding table in core routers. In the topology depicted in Figure 2.1 router F allocates two address blocks inside its own router block : one for Customer 2 and one for LAN. The trees depicted on Figure 2.4 represent, as binary trees, the typical state used for block assignment and store in core routers. In this example, the network has two /48 prefixes: 2001:4bc7:9377::/48 and 2001:3def:73cb::/48. The left tree is the assignment tree corresponding to the router blocks that have been assigned. Routers A, B, C are connected to several sub-networks and have requested respectively a /50, /51 and /50 blocks. On the right part of Figure 2.4 this is the local tree corresponding to the /51 address block for sub-networks of router B, i.e., 2001:4bc7:9377:8000::/51 and 2001:3def:9377:8000::/51. This tree, only stored in router B, details the allocation of this address block. Router B has five customers, four requesting a /54 prefix and one requesting a /53. Each customer has therefore obtained two prefixes. For instance, the second leftmost customer obtains 2001:4bc7:9377:9800::/54 and 2001:3def:73cb:9800::/53 as address blocks.

Figure 2.4: A global (left) and a local (right) tree containing some reserved address blocks. Black triangles are attributed nodes, white circles free ones and grey square partially attributed ones.

However, one question remains: How do we choose which block to allocate among the free address space? This is a complex question which is not cov-
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Wang et al. [WGP07] proposed a growth-based address partitioning algorithm to tackle with the problem. Based on data from APNIC and CNNIC, they showed that their algorithm performed 90% better, in terms of fragmentation, in comparison to the current existing allocation. Recently, Murugesan et al. [MR10] propose a hybrid address allocation algorithm which combines several algorithms to achieve better performances. However, the lack of data about IPv6 prefix allocation makes difficult the evaluation of such methods.

2.3.5 Roles and Prefix Coloring

The roles — already addressed in Section 2.2 — are labels attached to sub-networks which allows prefix aggregation. Sub-networks related to each other, e.g., all research laboratories, can therefore be grouped in a same prefix. In our mechanism, we include this information in an attribute certificate [FHT10] attached to a sub-network’s certificate. For address allocation, this information has to be taken into account. A core router dealing with sub-network with different roles must allocated two different global address blocks. The router blocks should be chosen in order to aggregate by role as much as possible.

Prefix coloring is a way to restrict some prefixes to a subset of sub-networks. This data is also determined when the sub-network first registers and can be included in an attribute certificate for each sub-network. Based on this information, core routers are able to determine which sub-network has to receive a block from an ISP prefix.

2.3.6 Address Block Distribution Protocol

The protocol for prefix delegation between border routers of different networks is outside the scope of this work. However, several already-existing protocols can be used to exchanging these prefixes. It could be designed as an extension to BGP, using DHCP with prefix delegation option [TD03] or a new protocol using the X.509 certificates being defined by the IETF S IDR working group. The only requirement we impose is security.

\footnote{China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) is a country registry, in charge of IP address allocation and management in China.}
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As previously stated, our protocol between core routers is distributed, each one is responsible for its address blocks and has to choose and advertise them. A distributed protocol avoids the single point of failure problem. Che-lius et al. also showed that it is more efficient for address block distribution, especially if the network is multihomed [CFT05].

Each router is configured with one 64-bit router id (derived from MAC address or manually configured), its X.509 and attribute certificates and information about the subnets attached to itself. The loopback address of each router can be derived from the router id using a fixed SID for all routers.

We use a variant of flooding to distribute address block allocation information to all routers in the network. The *discover* and *hello messages* detailed below are only sent between neighbors to initiate connection. The *prefix* and *address block advertisement messages* are flooded to all routers. Except for the discover ones, messages are sent over a TCP connection, similarly to LDP [AMT07].

**Discover message.** This message is a router multicast UDP packet periodically sent on each interface of the router. When such a message is received from an unknown neighbor, a connection is initiated with the sender.

**Hello request and response messages.** To initiate a connection with a neighbor, a router has to send a *hello request* message providing its ID and security parameters. If the receiver accepts the connection, it replies with a *hello response* message containing its own security parameters. Once this message has been received, the connection is considered as established. The following messages will only be sent on an established connection. A router stores a list of its direct neighbors with their security parameters associated in a neighbor table.

**Prefix advertisement message.** When a border router learns that a new address block has been allocated to the network, it floods immediately the information. Each prefix is associated with a preferred and a valid lifetime and so must be regularly renewed as long as it remains valid. A *prefix advertisement message* contains: the size of the prefix, the prefix itself, the deprecated and validity lifetime, the prefix color, a sequence number and

---

2Router multicast is a particular link-local IPv6 address that should be listened by routers on a LAN and that must not be forwarded [HD06].
security parameters. The sequence number is incremented each time a new message about a specific prefix is generated. Until the lifetime expires, an entry per prefix is stored in a prefix table in each router.

**Address block advertisement message.** When a router chooses new address blocks, it floods an *address block advertisement message*. This message contains a list of address block entries, one for each entry it chooses. When such a message is received, the proposed address blocks are checked and new address blocks are stored with the already allocated ones. An *address block advertisement message* contains the router id of its issuer and a list of address block entries. An entry contains a role, the prefix size, the ASID and its size, a timestamp, the preferred and valid lifetime and a sequence number. As for prefixes, the sequence number is incremented each time an address block entry is changed (ASID changed, preferred time redefined, . . .). As the mechanism is distributed, there is a non-zero probability that two routers choose conflicting blocks nearly at the same time; we call this a collision. These collisions can be resolved by using logical clocks and randomness.

### 2.4 Conclusion

The SMAAD solution presented in this chapter has introduced a new paradigm for address assignment and propagation. It introduces a dynamic (as in DHCP) and a secure way to request address blocks between networks, mostly for those with a customer-provider relationship.

The security requirements are solved by using certificates based on two PKIs. The first one is rooted at a global Internet-wide certification authority. The second one is rooted in an authentication server managed by the network itself. Attribute certificates are associated to classical X.509 certificates to grant specific rights.

The address allocation and the address distribution protocol are distributed between core routers of the network. Address blocks are allocated in the address space by grouping customers by routers and applying address allocation algorithm proposed in [WGP07, MR10].

---

3 Logical clocks allow to determine a partial order between events in distributed systems using counters with message passing.
In practice, some obstacles to the deployment of such a mechanism may appear. Firstly, it is only of interest for networks that need to change their prefix from time to time or ISPs that have frequent changes in customers, i.e., new customer, removal, growing, prefix length reduction . . . Secondly, it proposes full automation in a domain in which everything has always been done by hand (choice of the address block, configuration of border routers). A disfunction in such a protocol might cause very serious disruption, which is very undesirable for ISPs.

SMAAD tackles with the address allocation and propagation issues but not with what is done with these new addresses within servers, firewalls and LAN routers. These devices currently contains — potentially long — configuration files that include lots of IP addresses. This problem is covered by the next chapter.
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Updating configuration files

We saw in the previous chapters that in addition to the assignments of new IP prefixes, another problem that is left unsolved for renumbering is the update of configurations. IP addresses often appear in these configuration files, which may cause some issue when prefixes are changed. In this chapter, we show that, independently from the SMAAD protocol, it is possible to partially automate the update of the configuration files during a renumbering process. To do so, we propose to write directly configuration files — or to update the already written ones — to make them independent from the currently available prefixes in the site. In practice, those are written in a format that allows our script, given the current prefixes in use, to generate actual configuration files that can be used in unmodified applications. In this way, the renumbering problem is split into an addition and a removal problem and, each time a prefix change occurs, the actual configuration files are regenerated. This technique is mainly targeted to networks that aim at frequent renumbering but can be applied in a larger scope.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 explains how a network can be prepared once for future renumbering through several case studies. Section 3.2 describes how, in a prepared network, a prefix can be added or removed. Section 3.3 describes a case study. Finally, Section 3.4 concludes this proposal.
3.1 Preparing configurations for prefix changes

An IPv6 site desiring to be prepared for an easy addition or removal of its public prefixes has to be configured in an appropriate way. This configuration is composed of two parts.

Firstly, in addition to its public IPv6 prefix or prefixes, we propose that the site also permanently uses a ULA (Unique Local Addresses, already explained in \textit{Section 1.1.1}) prefix. The ULA prefix is used to provide stable IPv6 addresses at least to all nodes containing a configuration file that would be affected by a prefix change (routers, servers, firewalls, middleboxes, . . .). Most regular IPv6 hosts either use autoconfiguration or DHCPv6 and thus do not contain configuration files that must be updated. These stable ULAs are of course only reachable inside the site but could be used for internal DNS requests, some routing protocols, internal web servers, . . .

Secondly, all the configuration files are prepared for the changes. Basically, we introduce macros in the configuration files that allow generating automatically updated configuration files containing the actual IPv6 prefixes whenever a prefix is added or removed. Actually, a renumbering event contains a period during which both prefixes coexist, the new prefix being preferred to the former one for new connections. Once most connections have switched to the new prefix, the former one is removed.

This technique cannot be used in networks in which some long-lived connections must survive the renumbering. However, Quan \textit{et al.} have shown that flows lasting 100 minutes or longer make up only 2\% of traffic, and that the encountered protocols are instant messaging (MSNP, AOL), time synchronization (NTP) or multicast control (SD, PIM, SAVv1) \cite{QH08}. Long instant messaging and time synchronization connections do not actually suffer from disconnection and should resume without pain. Multicast control protocols and BGP sessions, in which a disconnection is more troublesome, should use private addressing to avoid renumbering or could consider using protocols such as HIP \cite{MN06} that allows changing IP addresses without disrupting the IP connections. Alternatively, migrations from one prefix to another one of the latter services could be managed manually.

A lot of commonly used services contain IP addresses in their configuration files. The following non-exhaustive list of such services is adapted
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from [CFV06,CAF10].

- **DHCP server**: IP pool and DNS server(s)

- **Router Advertisement or SEND server**: the prefix advertised on the LAN

- **Packet filters and Firewalls**

- **DNS server**: Both IP-name mappings and the configuration of the server (e.g., access list)

- **Servers or network services in general**: Most servers (e.g., SMTP) allow to configure IP addresses for access control list or some other options

In the following, we concentrate on the configuration of the services that cause most problems [CFV06, MZF07] when an IPv6 network needs to be renumbered, namely DNS, firewalls, DHCP and Neighbor Discovery. For each of these services, we obtained ISP and campus network real configuration files. Similar solutions can be developed for other services. We succeeded in rewriting all these configurations using our macros and without changing their semantic. For this purpose, we developed a toolbox called *Macro-based Prefix Updater* (MPU) that can be downloaded from our website ([http://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/MPU](http://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/MPU)). The only requirement for our solution is that the configuration of each service can be generated from an ASCII file.

3.1.1 Configuration file dependency to IP prefixes

At first sight, using macros to rewrite configurations so that renumbering is easier may seem trivial. However adding (respectively removing) an IPv6 prefix from the configuration files used by a site is more complex than simply performing search and duplicate (respectively remove) in all configuration files. The following describes the different use cases that can occur in configuration files. For each, we discuss how it should evolve when a prefix is added.
Basic duplicate rule

Here is a resource record (i.e., a name to IP mapping) that can be encountered in a DNS zone file:


In this simple example, if a new prefix is added, the record must be duplicated by replacing the current prefix of the address (e.g., the first 48 bits) by the new one. For instance:


The DNS server will then return both records if “www” is requested.

The following firewall rule, using the `Netfilter/iptables` syntax, states that TCP segments to port 80 and the 2001:0db8:100::/48 prefix must be accepted. Once more, the rule can be simply duplicated with the new prefix.

```
-A FORWARD -p tcp -m tcp --dport 80 -d 2001:0db8:100::/48 -j ACCEPT
```

Duplicate the argument of the rule

The following firewall rule is similar to the previous one but only accepts packets that are not destined to the specified prefix.\(^1\)

```
-A FORWARD ! -d 2001:0db8:100::/48 -j ACCEPT
```

In this case, duplicating the rule is not a solution anymore. Due to negation, we need to duplicate the match. We obtain the following rule which matches when the destination differs from both the first and the second prefix.

```
```

Another example would be an access control list (ACL) in which all the authorized prefixes are enumerated, separated by a comma.

\(^1\)In the `Netfilter/iptables` syntax, the exclamation mark (!) indicates a not.
Configuration blocks

The following RAd (Router Advertisement Daemon) configuration block defines the parameters that apply to each prefix.

```
prefix 2001:0db8:0100:f101::/64 {
    AdvOnLink on;
    ...
};
```

If a new prefix is added, the whole block must be duplicated.

The value is not necessary the prefix value itself

Besides classical records, a DNS server defines records for reverse bindings, i.e., bindings from an IP address to the corresponding name. For these bindings, IP addresses are written as a DNS name, from right to left with dots to express the hierarchy. The following is the reverse record for address 2001:610:240:22::c100:68b.

```
b.8.6.0.0.0.1.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.2.0.0.4.2.0.0.1.6. [...] 0.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. PTR www.ipv6.ripe.net.
```

As explained earlier, IPv6 prefixes are usually associated with a preferred and valid lifetime. These lifetimes should be specified in the RAd and DHCP server configuration files. DNS records are also associated with a time-to-live (TTL). The TTL value does not have to be equal to the prefix lifetime but it may be a function of it. In particular, if the prefix is going to be removed in a few days, the TTLs of names should be lowered. Here is such record with a lifetime of 86400 seconds.

```
```

In both cases, adding of a prefix cannot be performed as a duplication followed by the replacement of the previous prefix by the new one. Some transformations may be needed and additional information must be retrieved to generate the new rule.
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Single address options

Some configuration rules use a single address as parameter. For instance, the following line from a DNS server indicates which source address should be used to served queries. There can have one, and only one, `query-source` rule in DNS settings.

```
query-source address 2001:db8:1:a::d;
```

When a new prefix is added, this rule cannot be duplicated. However, between two prefixes, the choice is not necessarily random. For instance, a prefix that is going to be deprecated should not be preferred for use in such a rule.

Apply some rules to specific prefixes

For networks that use several IP prefixes at the same time, it can be useful to define a different policy for each prefix. For instance, a corporate network attached to one research and two commercial ISPs may use all prefixes inside its research lab while the configuration of its datacenters will only use the prefixes allocated by the commercial ISPs. Other examples are firewalls where access-lists can contain rules that are applicable to some prefixes but not all them.

3.1.2 Macro definitions

We have just seen that even if the problem may seems easy at first glance, a lot of configuration files often require some tricky operations to be updated when a new prefix is added. To cope with these issues, we propose flexible macros that are used to replace all prefixes in the configuration files.

The simplest statement in our macros is written as:

```
[[<expression1>$$<expression2>]<separator>]
```

This notation means that the string between the inner square brackets has to be repeated for each prefix after having replaced $$ by the prefix. The separator (<separator>) is placed between each repetition. Typical separations
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are a colon, semicolon or a new line. For example, 

```
[[address $$:a::1],
```


Besides, for configurations that need to apply a function on prefixes such as DNS using the reverse IP notation, a function can be defined as follows:

```
[[<expr>$ [<function_name>:]$<expr>]<sep>]
```

For example, 

```
[[zone "$reverse:$ip6.int" {...}]]
```

can be used to define a reverse DNS zone for each prefix of a site. Other functions are defined later for lifetimes. MPU can easily be extended with new functions.

Finally, we introduce colors to be able to discriminate the prefixes to use inside each macro. For this purpose, each prefix is associated with one or several colors. The colors to apply to a rule are defined between the two opening brackets, for instance, \[a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3; b_0, b_1, b_2\]... This statement defines two sets; set 1 and set 2, separated by a semicolon and that can be used in the expression. The first set is made of all the prefixes that have one of the colors among \(a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3\). If the list is empty, a set covers all prefixes. For example, consider a network having both research and commercial prefixes. The research prefixes are tagged with the \(rd\) color while the commercial prefixes are tagged with the \(comm\) color. Assume that a part of a configuration file should only be applied to research prefixes. Colors can be used to restrict the duplication of this part only to research prefixes. For instance, a statement starting with “\[comm,rd;rd\]” means that two color sets are defined. The first one contains prefixes of color \(rd\) or \(comm\). The second set only contains the prefixes having color \(rd\). Given these sets, the statement can use the patterns \$1$ and \$2$ to relate respectively to prefix set 1 or 2. As a result, the statement is first duplicated for each prefix of set 1 replacing \$1$ by the corresponding prefix, then it is done for set 2. If, at one given moment, the network has one research prefix 2001:db8:3::/48 and one commercial prefix 2001:db8:7::/48, the following firewall pseudo-rule can be written to express that all packets from commercial or research prefix to the host with suffix ::9 using research prefix have to be dropped.

```
[comm,rd;rd[-A FORWARD -s $1$::/48 -d $2$::9 -j DROP]]
```

For the sake of simplicity, no color defined between dollars is equivalent to declare set 1. In “\[[address $$:a::1],\]”, it thus means that set 1 is made
of all prefixes and that this rule will be duplicated for each prefix of set 1, “$$\text{prefix}$$" being replaced by the prefix value.

In the following, we detail how macros can be applied on DNS (Section 3.1.3), firewalls (Section 3.1.4) and some other services (Section 3.1.5).

## 3.1.3 The Domain Name Service (DNS)

The DNS is mainly used in networks to provide a mapping from a name to an IP address and from an address to a name. The following study is based on the grammar of ISC BIND, the most widely used Open Source DNS server.\(^2\) IP addresses appear in three places: the server configuration, the direct mappings (name to address) and the reverse ones.

The server configuration is a set of statement blocks containing options, a sample being given in Figure 3.1. Addresses appear either in a statement definition (server and zone in Figure 3.1) or inside an option (e.g., acl, query-source or masters). If an address appears in a statement definition (e.g., at line 6 in Figure 3.1), the entire statement has to be duplicated for each prefix. In options, addresses are mostly used in lists, e.g., at lines 1 or 13 in Figure 3.1. In this case, each address has simply to be duplicated for each prefix. However, some BIND options require a single address as a parameter: query-source[-v6], [alt-]transfer-source[-v6] and notify-source[-v6]. These statements define the source addresses that must be used for specific operations. A better way to deal with it would be to rely on the host’s address selection mechanism [Dra03] and thus not to use these options. If for any reason they must be used, a solution to express it with our macros is to use a color bound to one prefix, the preferred one.

The information requested and contained in DNS replies is called a Resource Record (RR). RRs are stored in zone files as tuples <name> [TTL] <type> <value>. Sample RRs are given in Figure 3.3. Zones are declared in the configuration file (lines 10-16 in Figure 3.1) specifying the files where RRs are stored. A zone is named by what it defines, i.e., the domain name for direct resolution and the address prefix for reverse resolution. In BIND, addresses used for a reverse zone are inverted as seen on line 15 of Figure 3.1.

---

\(^2\)More precisely, the version analyzed is ISC BIND 9. It can be found on [http://www.isc.org/sw/bind/](http://www.isc.org/sw/bind/)
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Using our macros, the configuration of Figure 3.1 can be abstracted as shown in Figure 3.2 to become independent of the global prefixes. Line 4 of this configuration shows how an option taking only one IP address can be transformed under the assumption that the main color is bound to one prefix. Line 16 uses the reverse function to transform the prefix for reverse DNS zones.

Figure 3.2: The generic version of the BIND configuration file from Figure 3.1
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A sample of direct (respectively reverse) RRs that can be found in zone files is shown at line 2-3 (respectively 4-5) of Figure 3.3. In direct zone files, names are mapped to IP addresses. When a new prefix is added, the RRs have therefore to be duplicated. In reverse zone files, RRs map an address suffix to a name. Those files do not need to be changed when a new prefix is added. Only their declaration statement in the server configuration (lines 15-16 in Figure 3.1) needs to be duplicated.

RRs can also contain a TTL when they are not using the default one (defined for the entire zone file), for instance 7200 and 86400 (24 hours) in Figure 3.3. This TTL gives to the DNS client the lifetime during which it can still use this record without sending a new request, typically a few days. When a new prefix is added, no special care has to be taken with this parameter. However, when a prefix has to be removed, the RRs associated with this prefix will remain in client caches for TTL time. This issue, briefly mentioned in some renumbering discussions [BLD05,CFV06], concerns only direct RRs since clients will still try to connect to hosts using addresses that do not belong to them anymore. There are two opposite solutions for this issue. First, the direct RRs could be removed DNS TTL-seconds before the actual removal of the corresponding prefix. This can only be used if there is another routable prefix in the network. Another solution is to set the TTL to zero TTL-seconds before prefix removal time and then to remove the RRs at the time of removal. This solution may lead the DNS server to receive a large number of requests during the zero-TTL period. Of course, a trade-off should be chosen between these two solutions. Such a trade-off could be to decrease the TTL in several steps, e.g., to divide the starting TTL by two TTL-seconds before prefix removal, to divide it once more by two new-TTL-seconds before prefix removal, and so on until the TTL reaches a threshold at which it is set to zero.

Figure 3.3: Sample BIND RRs

```
1 ns1 IN CNAME nameserver
2 www IN AAAA fd12:3:4:5:a::9
3 www 7200 IN AAAA 2001:db8:1:2a:a::9
4 7.1.b.a.3.a.d.0.c.7.b.e.7.9.d.1.c.0.0.0
   IN PTR abcd.mydomain.net.
5 9.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.a.0.0.0
   86400 IN PTR www.mydomain.net.
```
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In practice, in Figure 3.3, since line 2 refers to a ULA prefix, the only RRs that need a change for a generic configuration is the third one which would become:

```
3 [[www $ttl:$ IN AAAA $$:a::9]]
```

End-hosts may also have entries in the DNS server. If so, their entries do not necessarily need to be updated using our tool when a new prefix is known. Indeed, some of them may need to use a different IP suffix for each prefix, e.g., if they are using CGA [Aur05] or privacy extensions [NDK07]. In this case, DNS records cannot be updated by simply replacing the former prefix by the new one. Dynamic updates [VTRB97] must be used by such end-hosts to update their own RRs.

If DNSSEC [AAL+05] is used in the network, any change to the zone file requires the signature of the entire zone. This signature should therefore be added to the procedures that are executed before restarting the service. For the reverse records, using DNSSEC involves, in case of renumbering, the creation of a zone that needs a new delegation from the parent server. This operation may require manual interventions.

In 2000, A6 records have been proposed [CH00] to ease renumbering. They rely on address chaining to resolve an IP address from a name. Each part of the address was placed in a separate RR, making site renumbering much easier. Unfortunately, A6 has been deprecated in favor of AAAA because of the potential overweight of the chaining [Aus02].

### 3.1.4 Firewalls

Other services that need to be carefully updated when a network is renumbered are the firewalls and the access-lists used on routers. Intuitively, when a prefix is removed, the rules matching the prefix (e.g., “from prefix A, drop”) must be entirely removed while in the case of rules excluding the prefix (e.g., “not from prefix A nor prefix B, drop”), only the conditions related to the prefix must be removed. When a new prefix is added, the same principles are applied, i.e., the entire rule is duplicated if the rule matches the prefix and only the condition is duplicated if the prefix is excluded.

In this section, we focus on firewall configurations that can be written as a
list of rules made of a conjunction of conditions and a target (allow or deny). The first rule matching a packet establishes the final target for the packet. In practice, all commonly used firewall implementations fit this model. We verified this on real network configurations using Netfilter/iptables, Cisco IOS access lists and JunOS firewalls. If a firewall language allows disjunctions, these can be easily transformed by splitting them into two rules as shown in Table 3.1. Like Cheswick et al. [CBR03], we use a table notation to represent firewall rules for the sake of readability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>action</th>
<th>source address</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>destination address</th>
<th>port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:1::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:a:4::1</td>
<td>http</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:e::/48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:1::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:a:4::1</td>
<td>http</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:e::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:a:4::1</td>
<td>http</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: In this example, rule 1 is semantically equivalent to rules 2a and 2b. It allows http packets from either 2001:db8:1::/48 or 2001:db8:e::/48 prefix to a specific IP address. The vertical bar symbol (|) is used to express the or operator.

Formally, a filtering rule can be expressed either as the undermentioned rules 3.1 or 3.2. In these rules, $C_i$ is a condition unrelated to IP addresses and $P^A$ a condition matching an address or address block from prefix $A$. The target defines the actions to be performed when the rule is matched, in practice common targets are allow and deny.

$$\text{Either } \bigwedge C_i \land P^A \Rightarrow \text{target}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$$\text{or } \bigwedge C_i \land \neg P^A \Rightarrow \text{target}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

If a new prefix, $B$, is added, rule 3.1 can be rewritten as follows:

$$\bigwedge C_i \land (P^A \lor P^B) \Rightarrow \text{target}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Or

$$\begin{cases} \bigwedge C_i \land P^A \Rightarrow \text{target} \\ \bigwedge C_i \land P^B \Rightarrow \text{target} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

This means that a rule containing a condition that matches a prefix must be entirely duplicated for each prefix. On the other hand, rule 3.2 can be
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rewritten as:

\[
\bigwedge_i C_i \land \neg(P^A \lor P^B) \Rightarrow \text{target} \tag{3.5}
\]

Or

\[
\bigwedge_i C_i \land \neg P^A \land \neg P^B \Rightarrow \text{target} \tag{3.6}
\]

Which means that a rule containing a condition excluding a prefix must have only the condition duplicated for each prefix. For instance, consider a network owning prefix 2001:db8:1::/48 that uses the filtering rules listed in Table 3.2. If this network obtains a second prefix, 2001:db8:abc::/48, the first five rules would be updated as shown in Table 3.3. According to property 3.4, rule 1 gives two rules, 1a and 1b. On the other hand, using 3.6, rule 4 has only more conditions when a prefix is added.

The last rule (rule 6) contains several conditions related to IP addresses. When a prefix is added, such a rule can be converted in two ways, either as shown in Table 3.4 or in Table 3.5. The first one consists in duplicating the rule considering each prefix independently. It does not allow packets to be sent from one prefix to the other one. The second one considers each prefix pair for building rules. In Table 3.5, this allows packets to be sent from one prefix to another one. If the rule target were “deny”, the second option should have been chosen to prevent a host from bypassing the rule by sending packets from one prefix the other one. The choice among these two depends on the policy of the network and has to be made by an administrator. The second solution should be chosen unless administrators decide to deny cross-prefix connections within the network. Both can be expressed by using our macros.

So, using the macros definitions described earlier in this section, the initial firewall of Table 3.2 could be written as Table 3.6 in order to make it prefix independent without changing its semantic. In rules 3 and 4, the ampersand between closing brackets is the separator. Rule 6 uses a semicolon between the opening brackets; this expression means that both set 1 and set 2 correspond to all prefixes. As a result, if \( n \) is the number of prefixes, this rule is first duplicated \( n \) times replacing \( \$1\$ \) by each prefix and then each duplicated rule is duplicated once more \( n \) times replacing \( \$2\$ \) by each prefix.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>action</th>
<th>source address</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>destination address</th>
<th>port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:1:a::d</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:1:7::a</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>! 2001:db8:1:a::d &amp; dns</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>! 2001:db8:1:5::/64</td>
<td>ssh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:1::/48</td>
<td>telnet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:1:/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:1:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: A sample firewall table in a network owning the prefix 2001:db8:1::/48. In this table, the exclamation mark (!) indicates a negation, the ampersand (&) expresses an and, and the asterisk (*) means any.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>action</th>
<th>source address</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>destination address</th>
<th>port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:1:a::d</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:abc:a::d</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:1:7::a</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:abc:7::a</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>! 2001:db8:1:a::d &amp; dns</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>! 2001:db8:1:5::/64 &amp; ssh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:1::/48</td>
<td>telnet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:abc::/48</td>
<td>telnet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: The first five rules of Table 3.2 if a prefix (2001:db8:abc::/48) has been added to the network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>action</th>
<th>source address</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>destination address</th>
<th>port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:1:/48</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:1:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:abc::/48</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001:db8:abc:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: A first way of rewriting rule 6 of Table 3.2 when a new prefix is added. It does not allow packets to be sent from one prefix to the other one.

3.1.5 DHCP and Router Advertisements

Both DHCP and Router Advertisements (RA) are used to permit end-hosts connected on a LAN to obtain and use IP addresses. In practice, the router running DHCPv6 server (DHCPs) or Router Advertisement daemon (RAd) is often the egress router of the LAN. RAd is used for stateless IPv6 address configuration [NNSS07]. It floods on the LAN the prefixes that can be used
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>action</th>
<th>source address</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>destination address</th>
<th>port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6a'</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:1::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:1:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b'</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:1::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:abc:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c'</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:abc::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:1:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d'</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>2001:db8:abc::/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2001:db8:abc:a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: A second way of rewriting rule 6 of Table 3.2 when a new prefix is added. Rule is duplicated for each prefix pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>action</th>
<th>source address</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>destination address</th>
<th>port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$5$</td>
<td>$5$:$a::d</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$5$</td>
<td>$5$:$7::a</td>
<td>dns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>$[!] $5$:$a::d $&amp;</td>
<td>dns</td>
<td>$5$:$a::4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[!] $5$:$7::a$&amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$[!] $5$:$/64$&amp;</td>
<td>ssh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>deny</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$5$</td>
<td>$5$:$/48</td>
<td>telnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>$5$:$/48</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$25$:$a::4</td>
<td>smtp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Prefix independent firewall table having the same semantic as the one of Table 3.2

by the end-hosts as well as their preferred and valid lifetimes. On the other hand, DHCPv6 [DBV+03] is used as a server based address configuration. When it receives an address request, it replies with one or several addresses and their preferred and valid lifetime (cf. Section 1.2.4).

As for DNS RR, addresses or prefixes are therefore associated with TTLs, called lifetimes. There are two possible approaches for updating them for RAd and DHCPs. The first one is to apply the same procedure as for DNS, i.e., updating prior to renumbering the lifetime to a shorter one. Another method, that does not need early scheduling, is to reduce the prefix lifetime of end-hosts just before its expiration. For DHCPv6 its can be done by using a DHCP reconfigure message that triggers the hosts to re-contact the server. For RA, it is done by sending new prefix information. However the RA specification [TNJ07] defines that, in order to avoid Denial of Service attacks, the lifetime reduction updates of unauthenticated prefixes cannot be used to reduce lifetime below two hours.

RAd and DHCPs use similar configuration files. They consist of several global parameters and some configuration blocks, one for each prefix.

---

3Authentication of RA can be done using the SEND protocol.
These blocks must be duplicated every time a prefix is added. They contain obviously the prefix value but also the different lifetimes. A sample RAd configuration and its translation to a prefix-independent one are shown on Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

```
interface eth0 {
    AdvSendAdvert on;
    MaxRtrAdvInterval 60;
    prefix 2001:db8:1:e::/64 {
        AdvOnLink on;
        AdvAutonomous on;
        AdvValidLifetime 360;
        AdvPreferredLifetime 120;
    };
}
```

Figure 3.4: A sample RAd sample configuration.

```
interface eth0 {
    AdvSendAdvert on;
    MaxRtrAdvInterval 60;
    [prefix $prefix$$:e::/64 {
        AdvOnLink on;
        AdvAutonomous on;
        AdvValidLifetime $valid$;
        AdvPreferredLifetime $preferred$;
    }];
}
```

Figure 3.5: The configuration from Figure 3.4 rewritten using macros.

### 3.1.6 Other configurations

Besides these services, some other configurations need some changes. The addresses of routers and servers that neither use RA nor DHCP have to be updated. Such configuration files can be very different from one operating system to another. Fortunately, these are quite simple and similar to DHCPs/RAd configurations.

Routing protocols daemons and other strictly local protocols should use as much as possible local addresses [HH05] for their communications. However, even if global addresses are needed, we observed that configuration files of most of them are very similar to the ones we previously discussed in this
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Section 3.1 explained how the configuration files should be prepared once, to any prefix change event. Here, we discuss how a prefix addition or removal should be performed to avoid service outage. In practice, a prefix change cannot be considered as an instantaneous event as different service updates...
must be done in a specific order. For instance, a new prefix should not be
assigned to end-hosts while a firewall is still blocking this prefix. As a result,
a prefix addition or removal procedure comprises several steps \cite{BLD05}. This is often error-prone and should not be done manually.

The easiest way is probably to rely on a centralized management tool
that knows which services are running on which nodes and that is able to
plan and monitor the renumbering procedure. In practice, this tool sends
orders to network nodes according to the current state and monitors the
results.

3.2.1 Related work

Detailed renumbering procedures have been discussed in several IETF doc-
duments \cite{BLD05,CFV06} describing issues that may be raised by renumber-
ing and existing solutions. They describe constraints, that are taken into
account in this thesis, but do not propose any concrete automated configu-
ration update mechanism.

For the distribution of prefix information within a site, distributed mech-
anism could be used such as Router Renumbering \cite{Cra00} or the ones in-
cluded in full renumbering propositions described in Chapter 2. DHCPv6
using Prefix Delegation \cite{TD03} could also be used as a centralized mech-
anism. However, all these solutions do not enable transmission of the in-
formation such as colors and distributed ones are probably not suitable for
triggering each part of the update.

Finally, the monitoring part has been addressed by Beck et al. with
the NetSV tool \cite{BCF06}. They present an implementation of a monitoring
framework and share the experience gained in its deployment. We think
that based on this, similar custom tools could also be implemented without
needing a complicated development process.

3.2.2 Steps of a renumbering procedure

A renumbering procedure can be separated into several phases. These are
represented on Figure 3.6 in which numbers from 1 to 5 correspond to periods
whereas A, B and C correspond to punctual events during the procedure.
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The following list briefly summarizes the different periods and the operations to be performed during each of them [BLD05].

1. The former prefix is used and the time of the next renumbering event is unknown.
2. A renumbering event will soon happen. In preparation for the renumbering, times-to-live (TTL) associated with addresses of the former prefix must be reduced. The duration of this phase depends on the TTL values.
3. Configurations are updated to take into account the new prefix in addition to the former one. The new prefix is not preferred for usage for both incoming and outgoing connections. The order in which updates are performed is of concern.
4. If applicable, configurations are updated in order to prefer the new prefix to the former. Then, a transition period has to be observed so that the connections (as viewed at the transport level) using the former prefix stop and most short caches expire. This later delay is discussed in more details in Section 4.1.2.
5. The old prefix is removed from end-hosts, routers and all other configurations. As in phase 3, the order in which configurations are updated is important.
6. The new prefix is used while the former one does not appear in any configuration file.

The timings for A and C events are often under network administrator control and can be driven by economical constraints. Typically, using two routable prefixes at a same time may be more expensive than only one.

3.2.3 Removing a prefix in use

The removal of a prefix $p$ is a 3-steps process: preparation for the removal, deprecation of $p$, and definitive removal. The preparation consists, as explained earlier, in starting to decrease the TTL of DNS direct RRs and the lifetime of prefixes advertised on LANs. Depreciation corresponds to setting
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$p$ as deprecated so that no host uses it anymore for new connections. This has to be done for RAd and DHCPs configurations as well as for static IP configuration on all network devices. DNS server configurations also have to be updated so as not to use $p$ for requests (e.g., via the main color in Figure 3.2). Finally, direct RRs using $p$ have to be removed from the DNS. These four updates have no precedence constraints among them.

The removal of all addresses related to prefix $p$ in configuration files is the last step of the procedure. Before starting this step, it must be ensured that DNS direct RRs concerning $p$ are not used anymore. In theory, applications should not use an address with an expired TTL anymore. In practice, some applications and some recursive DNS servers do not observe this TTL at all. As a result, some additional time should be waited before starting this last step to avoid service outage. First, both addresses on LAN (via RAd and DHCPs) and on statically assigned interfaces have to be removed. As explained in Section 3.1.5, LAN updates may need to wait for some prefix lifetime to expire on end-hosts. Once these are done, last removals can be performed, in any order, in DNS server configurations, firewalls, routing protocols and reverse zone DNS records.
3.2.4 Adding a new prefix

Adding a new prefix in a network is simpler than removing it. First of all, firewall, routing protocols and reverse zone DNS records must be updated to consider the new prefix. Once routing has converged, addresses related to this prefix can be bound to statically configured interfaces. Then, DNS server can be configured to use this new prefix, followed by LAN configuration protocols (RA and DHCP). When the prefix is used on LANs (it could take time with DHCP if reconfigure messages are not used to trigger clients to contact the DHCP server), direct DNS records must be updated to take the new prefix into account.

3.3 Case study

In order to validate our mechanism, we applied MPU on real world configurations and integrated it in realistic scenarios.

MPU is a set of scripts, written in Python, that can be used to apply prefix changes in a network. It is able to translate one configuration that uses the macros we defined in Section 3.1.2 to a plain configuration file. A simple mechanism for sending prefix information using SOAP in the network is also implemented.

In our case study, a central server maintains a prefix list with the parameters such as the colors and the TTL. SOAP servers are running on the hosts that run the services we want to update. They are configured with update information for their services. This update information comprises a service name (e.g., dns_direct, firewall), pre-update commands to execute (such as shutting down the server if it is needed), configuration files to update (i.e., configuration file containing macros and destination path for final configuration file) and post-update commands. When running, servers can be triggered by the central device that provides the name of the services to update and all the prefix information.

We used configurations from one ISP and several campus networks. These include DHCP servers, BIND DNS servers, Netfilter/iptables firewalls, L3-switches and routers (Cisco and Juniper, including firewalls and other IP services). Both IPv4 and IPv6 configuration were used; IPv6 be-
cause it is the target of our mechanism and IPv4 because it permits to have large real configuration not yet existing in IPv6. We succeed in rewriting all given configurations, including some complex firewall rules, using our macros and without changing their semantic. For the services we could install on our lab, we deployed them in a network using our SOAP processes for triggering the prefix changes. The services restarted correctly and their behavior was coherent and correct after each update.

3.4 Conclusion

In this section, we have proposed an approach that relies on macros to allow text-based configuration files to be automatically updated on addition or removal of an IPv6 prefix. Our macros support prefix coloring to discriminate part of the configurations based on the prefix type. We described the procedure that should be followed when a prefix is added or removed. A prototype was implemented in Python and applied to real network configurations.

The main advantage of our approach is that it can be applied quite easily on a network, without requiring large changes in configurations nor in the deployed services.
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Conclusion

This part of the thesis showed that renumbering is both an important and a difficult problem in deployed computer networks. Whatever the reason — provider change, network growth, topology change —, renumbering is a step through which lots of IP networks have to pass sooner or later. It has a major importance for the scalability of the future Internet and for other network operations such as network merging. Although this problem has been known for a while [CR96, BFLN96], no adequate global solution has been found.

The first step to renumber a network is to select the new IP prefix to be allocated to the network. This work is usually done “by hand” following the RIRs’ recommendations. A fully automated mechanism to achieve this goal has been presented in Chapter 2. Our solution allows dynamically choosing and propagating new address blocks for new customers or ones requesting a larger address set. It can be used for new allocation as well as for IPv6 network renumbering.

The second step is to propagate the new prefix throughout the network and its sub-networks (e.g., customers’ networks). Chapter 2 presented a simple secure and distributed approach to distribute address blocks in the core of the network. We introduced simple but strong security that is required by such automated mechanisms but that is missing in most other related proposals. In Chapter 3, we showed that such propagation can also be performed using scripts executed from a management host. Nevertheless this procedure may require to use monitoring tools to check that each step
The last step is to update end-hosts and middleboxes to allow them to use the new prefix, and eventually, to remove the former one. Although a part of network services use dynamic addresses, others — even some critical ones — are configured using statically configured IP addresses. Chapter 3 introduced a solution in which actual configuration files are generated from higher level configuration files that are using macros to abstract IP prefixes. Carpenter et al. mentions, in RFC 5887 [CAF10], our approach as an example that should be followed to simplify renumbering.

4.1 Perspectives

In this part of the thesis, we have proposed solutions to ease the renumbering process in IP networks. Address allocation, propagation and update of configuration files have been addressed in this purpose. However, the renumbering issue can also be handled by other means. The following first briefly introduces the possible consequences of using more names from the DNS, on the renumbering issue. Then, we identify some additional problems related to renumbering that must be addressed.

4.1.1 Increase the use of DNS names

Chapter 3 showed that IP addresses appear in many places in configuration files. Most of these addresses are used to target specific hosts. One may think that these addresses could therefore be replaced by their corresponding fully-qualified domain names. It would allow getting rid of IP addresses in configuration files. In addition to the macro solution, it would let an entity change from IP address, both prefix and suffix, without the need for configuration changes.

The first issue that appears is that most rules using IP addresses do not use end-host addresses but IP prefixes. In firewalls and ACL, often a full subnet is authorized or denied; in DHCP and RAd, IP addresses appear in the form of a range or a prefix among which leases are picked. As explained in Section 3.1.3, the DNS has not implemented any prefix resolution mechanism since the deprecation of the A6 records [Aus02].
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A second problem is that, as shown in Chapter 3, the behavior to adopt when there are more than one prefix is not trivial. The handling of deprecated addresses is not always simple as well. A new Resource Record cannot be added in the DNS while the firewall has not been updated to accept incoming packets for this address, which contrasts with the fact that the firewall would use the DNS to resolve names.

From network administrators’ viewpoint, it has always been perceived as dangerous to have the firewalls and access lists rely on another service such as DNS [CAF10]. Firstly, a flaw in the DNS server or any attack on the protocol would compromise the whole network security. This issue can be mitigated using DNSSEC [AAL+05] which is currently being deployed across the Internet. Secondly, name resolutions may significantly reduce filtering performances. Thirdly, cyclic dependency leading to deadlocks might appear between the name resolution performed by the firewalls and the access needed by the DNS server to resolve names.

Using names in firewalls and classical server configurations would require big efforts. This would need the softwares to be changed accordingly, which is much more complicated than updating configuration files. Of course, the records of the DNS server still have to be updated each time a prefix change occurs, but Section 3.1.3 has shown that it can be partially automated.

Using names from DNS to help renumbering seems both easy and feasible in some contexts. However, it may require changing applications to be applied in depth, which is much more difficult in practice. Even if using names should be encouraged, e.g., in conjunction with our macro-based solution, it would require more in-depth analyses to determine the cost of making critical services, such as firewalls, using only names.

4.1.2 Additional barriers to renumbering

Until now, the main reason we have given to explain why renumbering is avoided is the cost of doing it by hand. However, there are some additional reasons that might refrain from renumbering IP networks. The following describes three of them.
Long-lived connections

As already stated, an overlap between the former and the new prefix allows smoothing the renumbering procedure. A connection started prior to the introduction of the new prefix will not be interrupted if it finishes before the removal of the former prefix. Once the new prefix has been introduced as preferred, all new connections should use it. Only connections (i.e., flows) longer than these overlap period will experience problem. Very few connections live more than a few minutes and even less more than a few hours [QH08].

Transport-layer connections (TCP and UDP) are bound to an IP address pair for their entire lifetime. Since a connection was not supposed to change its endpoints, this did not raise any problem earlier. But, due to the fact that the IP address of a host is at the same time its identifier (for the transport-layer connection) and its locator (for the network-layer routing), the removal of a prefix will end all connections related to this prefix. As mentioned in Section 3.1, a simple solution to avoid breaking connections is to use both the new and the former prefix for a period during which new connections are initiated on the new prefix while the former prefix is still used for previously-established connections. However, it does not eliminate the connection cut for the flows longer than the overlap period.

Several solutions have been proposed for years to solve this issue. Shim6 [NB09] and MPTCP [FRH10] allow changing one’s IP address at the network layer during a connection without changing the IP address seen at the upper layer. Unlike some people think, these protocols cannot really be used for renumbering. The reason is that even if the address at the lower layers has changed, the upper layer still uses the former address. If this IP address becomes invalid for a host, it may be reassigned to another one. This would result in several hosts using the same address in the application layer, which may raise operating and security issue if these hosts are communicating with the same host. This problem is addressed in Section 1.5. Renumbering Implications of [NB09].

HIP [MN06] is similar but uses non-routable IP addresses at the application layer which allows it to be used during renumbering. However, HIP needs a complex infrastructure for deployment and is not supported by lots
of networks and hosts. Recently, Ubillos et al. proposed using name based sockets \cite{UM10} to get rid of IP addresses in upper layer. Unfortunately, this would solve the SHIM6 and MPTCP issue for renumbering only if all applications were modified to use names instead of addresses. The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) \cite{Ste07} would also allow renumbering using a Dynamic Address Reconfiguration option \cite{SXT+07} but it replaces the actual transport-layer protocols and thus also requires the modification of all applications.

It should also be reminded that we recommend using ULA for connections between two hosts that are located in the same network. ULAs are not affected by the global prefix renumbering and so, can be used for internal long-lived connections.

Reference to IP addresses belonging to one network into foreign networks

For most large networks, IP addresses do not only appear in their own configuration files but also in some configurations hosted in other networks managed by independent authorities. Most of the time, these entries have been manually entered to grant permission to a network.

For instance, let us consider an educational network that has an agreement with the neighboring university to share storage for document deposit. The network that hosts the service will have to explicitly allow the IP prefix of the other organization in the storage server and eventually in the firewall. Another example is the case of digital libraries. For the sake of usability, access to digital libraries for organization is usually done using a white access list based on IP addresses.

All these configurations, within networks managed by a third party, are much more difficult to update for an administrator than his own network. These updates are typically done manually, so using DNS would be of great help.
TTL is not always enforced

It has been shown that the time-to-live attached to DNS entries are not perfectly enforced \cite{BLD05,CAF10,PAS+04,Nor06,Mic09}. The typical way a name resolution is requested is the following: an application on the user’s computer requests that a service of the operating system resolves the name. This service sends a request to a local resolver which resolves the full name from the DNS root servers up to the requested host’s DNS server. The problem is that the name resolution may be cached at each step, not always with respect to the TTL.

A local DNS resolver typically performs the full DNS resolution only for end-hosts in its own network. These resolvers often cache their DNS responses in order to serve them more quickly for the subsequent requests. However storing the address resolution and the TTL is not enough. Since the TTL is a relative value (e.g., 86400 sec), if the initial request has been done at $t_1$ and the TTL value is $T$, when a client requests the same name at $t_2$, the resolver must respond with a TTL equals to $T - t_2 + t_1$. Pang et al. have shown that about 14% of local resolvers do not adhere to DNS TTLs and that those violating TTLs do so by a large amount, in excess of two hours \cite{PAS+04}.

The Operating Systems also caches name requested by applications to avoid sending repetitively the same DNS requests to the local resolver. Some hosts have experienced issues in the past, due to bad OS implementation of the DNS cache.

Finally, when an application requests the IP address corresponding to a name,\footnote{E.g., via the `gethostbyname` function, both on the Unix and the Microsoft Windows Operating Systems} it only receives the address, not the TTL. The application is actually supposed to request the resolution each time a new socket is created but in practice, the IP address is often cached and used during the entire application lifetime. For example, Pang et al. showed that 47% of Web event clients do not observe the DNS TTLs \cite{PAS+04,Mic09}. Once more, name-based sockets would help, but this solution does not solve the problem for existing applications.

These three places where the DNS TTLs may be misused lead to an
incorrect TTL usage in the end-host applications. For renumbering, we use the TTL to switch smoothly from one prefix to another. If the TTL is not enforced during renumbering, a service outage can occur. Moreover, the network administrator does not even have the control on these caches since the bad implementations may be located in his website’s visitors, i.e., his potential customers.
Part II

SWISH: Secure WiFi Sharing
Chapter 5

Introduction

WiFi is today the most successful wireless network technology. The number of WiFi enabled devices continues to grow. While a few years ago WiFi was only supported on laptops, there are now WiFi cards on notebooks, cell phones, smart phones, e-readers, portable game consoles, etc. Recent surveys indicate that more than 50% of Internet users in Europe have a wireless network at home (up to 75% in countries such as Spain) and most companies have deployed WiFi networks on their premises.

In parallel to this technical evolution, Web 2.0 services combined with the cloud-based services encourage users to remain always connected. Given the ubiquity of WiFi networks, Internet access could be provided everywhere if users were able to easily and safely share their access point. Some restaurants, bars and hotels provide free WiFi Internet access to attract users, and in dense public places such as train stations or airports, commercial WiFi hotspot providers offer paid Internet access services. Unfortunately, openly sharing Internet access through a WiFi access point raises legal and security issues. Indeed, studies reveal that many of these users would likely agree to share their WiFi Internet connectivity on the condition that access by foreign users does not cause security and liability problems.

In this part of the thesis, we propose, implement and evaluate SWISH—a novel solution that enables safe and secure WiFi sharing. SWISH relies on cryptographic mechanisms for authentication between the three entities involved in the sharing process, the visiting user, his home network and
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the visited WiFi network. SWISH focuses not only on protecting the visiting user and home network against a malicious WiFi network, as could be achieved by using a VPN, but also on protecting the WiFi network against abuses by malevolent users. Furthermore, SWISH supports accounting for commercial usage and is able to preserve the anonymity of the visiting users while allowing potential criminal activities to be tracked. SWISH has been successfully implemented on stand-alone Linux-based smartphones and access points, deployed and tested in a production campus WiFi network.

In order to better understand the challenges of a secure and efficient WiFi sharing solution, this chapter first discusses potential security threats, accounting risks aspects, and operational problems including usability aspects. Then, it describes some popular approaches used in current sharing solutions and reflects their strengths and weaknesses in the light of the discussed challenges. Finally, it presents the road map for the next chapters related to the SWISH solution.

The results from this part of the thesis are part of a joint work between our research group, and Mark Manulis, François Koeune and Julien Cathalo from the UCL Crypto Group.

5.1 Challenges of WiFi Sharing

We have classified the main challenges of WiFi sharing into three categories: the security threats, the accounting risks, and the administrative and usability problems.

5.1.1 Security Threats

Infrastructure Attacks. Mobile users connecting to foreign networks are not necessarily trusted by the latter. Therefore, granting network access to such users is risky as this would make the infrastructure components potentially vulnerable to attacks mounted from inside the network. The reason is that after obtaining an IP address from the visited network, it might be possible for a mobile device to bypass access lists typically based on IP prefixes. Additionally, a visitor might avoid firewalls located at the border of the visited network.
5.1. Challenges of WiFi Sharing

**Resource Exhaustion.** Even if roaming mobile users receive only restricted access to visited networks, the ability to access the Internet through roaming still opens doors for denial-of-service and resource exhaustion attacks against the latter. This is possible since users share the bandwidth and consume the — possibly limited — traffic volume. This may have negative performance impact on other (possibly native to the visited network) users of the system. For example, in user-provided networking, a user may have a limit, imposed by his ISP, on the volume of data he can download and upload per month. In this case, sharing a connection with other users without having control of the consumed volume becomes risky. Hence, it is desirable that sharing solutions provide network owners with the ability to monitor and control the bandwidth as well as the traffic volume consumed by their visitors.

**Blacklisting.** The purpose of WiFi sharing is to grant mobile users access to the Internet using the infrastructure of the visited network. The mobile device of the foreign user typically obtains an IP address that is allocated to the visited network, or uses such IP address upon accessing sites on the Internet indirectly (in cases where the visited network uses network address translation techniques [SE01]). In both cases malicious activities of mobile users on the Internet may result in an IP trace-back leading to the visited network. For instance, if the user — intentionally or not — sends spam, the visited network’s prefix may be added in spam databases or other blacklists.

**Fraudulent Access Points.** One of the challenges in wireless roaming is the protection of mobile users from accessing the visited network via an untrusted access point. If the mobile user is not able to authenticate the access point of the visited network then the openness of the wireless channel may result in the connection to some fraudulent access points set up by an attacker. In this way, the attacker can connect to the Internet by acting as a man-in-the-middle between the mobile user and the real visited network. Consequently, he can mount attacks on the mobile user and his communication [Swi06][Bid05][Mes10].

**User Profiling and Traceability.** Most wireless roaming solutions require the mobile user to supply his name, user id or credit card number upon each new connection to the visited network. This information is sometimes necessary for commercial reasons but also enables the administrator of the visited network to identify the user in case this user misbehaves on
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the Internet. Thus, identifying mobile users can be seen as one of the goals of the visited network. However, such a goal may contradict the privacy demands of users to remain anonymous towards visited networks. This may be helpful for example to prevent profiling of users or location tracking, e.g., if the user connects to hotspots that are operated by the same network provider in different geographic locations. Hence, the challenge is to satisfy the privacy demands of mobile users against visited networks while protecting visited networks from problems that may arise due to misbehaving anonymous users.

5.1.2 Accounting Risks

WiFi sharing solutions deployed in commercial applications should support accounting and billing. In many available systems, measurements that are relevant to the billing are performed solely by the visited network. Depending on the billing model this imposes some risks on both mobile users and visited networks. We distinguish between pre-paid and post-paid solutions. If a mobile user pays for the roaming service in advance then a malicious visited network may refuse to provide a complete service. This is, however, a minor issue since such a misbehavior would damage the credibility of networks and result in a loss of customers. The actual problem in pre-paid solutions is their usability since users have to purchase the service in advance. In general, post-paid solutions where users receive (e.g., monthly) bills from their home network provider for all the services including roaming would be more convenient to the users. However, in this case we identify the following two risks.

Risk of Overcharge. Since visited networks typically perform accounting individually there is a risk for mobile users to be overcharged. This risk is higher compared to the unfulfilled service in pre-paid solutions since the overcharge may remain unnoticed by the user, e.g., if much time has elapsed since the roaming session.

Risk of Repudiation. Another risk in post-paid solutions for the visited network is that users may contest the bills, even if these are correct. The reason is that current solutions do not provide non-repudiable confirmation receipts to visited networks for the amount of roaming service consumed by
foreign mobile users.

Note that the above two problems result mainly from the lack of trust between foreign mobile users and visited networks that provide the roaming service.

5.1.3 Administrative Challenges and Usability Problems

In addition to the security threats and accounting risks, further problems exist at the operational level, which may also impact the usability of the roaming solution.

**Application Confinement.** Typically, different networks are administered on an individual basis. This means that security policies of a visited network might be stricter than those of the mobile user’s home network. This may result in the application confinement, which can be seen as an usability problem with regard to the mobile user. For example, mobile users may not have full access to the applications (such as VoIP or SSH) they are used to in their native environment.

**Access to Subscribed Services.** On the Internet, many service providers offer access to their services, e.g., access to digital libraries, based on the source IP address. In fact, they verify that the IP address of the client comes from the domain of the subscriber network. The allocation of IP addresses to foreign mobile users by the visited network would thus provide these users with unrestricted access to such services too. This might be undesirable if the access should be preserved for users who are native to the visited network. In the same way, a roaming mobile user will not have access to the services he is used to when he is at home.

**Legal Risks and Tarnished Reputation.** The potential IP trace-back to the visited network in case of misbehavior of foreign mobile users mentioned in blacklisting discussion may have legal consequences \cite{Si09,Halo05} for the owners of the visited network. Even if some authentication mechanisms for foreign mobile users are deployed (which is a challenge by itself) it would still take time for the network provider to react to the accusations by identifying mobile users. Also the inclusion of an IP address from the visited network into blacklists may initially result in the tarnished reputation of the network.
provider. Besides, it may take time and resources to remove IP addresses from blacklists.

**Impact of Home Network’s Policies.** Security policies of home networks may impose operational challenges and usability problems for mobile users. A prominent example is when a company defines strong security policies for the mobile devices of its employees that preclude their access to untrusted visited networks. In this case, the employee may experience problems in finding an appropriate trusted network while being outside of the company.

### 5.2 Popular Solutions and Their Limits

There are many ways to share an Internet access with foreign users using WiFi, some are designed for companies, others for home users. However, as often in computer science, the most usable solutions are seldom the most secure ones. The following presents several popular solutions.

#### 5.2.1 Temporary Credentials

A basic solution often used in corporate networks to handle access of foreign users to the Internet is to use temporary credentials. A specific SSID (i.e., Wireless LAN name) is usually broadcasted to simplify the isolation of mobile users. This solution suffers from high administrative costs for the management of temporary accounts and monitoring of possible misbehavior.

With this technique, the visitors are often not aware of the code of conduct of computer resources applied in the visited network. The identity of each user should also be verified and bound to the temporary user id he has received.

Moreover the visitors have typically to enter these temporary credentials on a HTTP(s) portal (e.g., Chillipot) of which authenticity cannot be verified by the visitor.

#### 5.2.2 Hotspots

Mobile users frequently access the Internet by using hotspots maintained by commercial network providers.
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These solutions are often web-based such that the mobile user provides his own credentials as input to the browser form. The credentials are usually forwarded to the authentication server (e.g., RADIUS). This approach was recommended by the Wi-Fi alliance as a best practice solution \cite{ABS03} in 2003.

It does not provide authentication of hotspots (access points) towards users. Thus, using hotspots may lead to attacks by fraudulent access points. Nowadays, it has become easy to set up such a rogue access point using toolboxes \cite{Gra07,Wex10,Ile05}.

Most hotspot solutions include accounting tools. However, the duration or data count is only performed into the visited network which cannot bring proof for the claimed value.

5.2.3 User Communities

A typical way for home users to both share their home Internet connection and take benefit from a wider access to the Internet is to become part of some user-provided networking community.

*Wifi.com* is a software-based Internet sharing solution installed on users’ computers. The software handles the WiFi key sharing between the users of the community. When starting using the service, the user’s WiFi pre-shared key must be shared with the community. Then, when this user approaches a WiFi AP belonging to another user of the community, the *Wifi.com* software detects it, retrieves the pre-shared key and uses it to connect to the WiFi network. In order to be able to retrieve the key offline, all keys have to be stored on each user’s computer, which is far from secure.

*FON* is a hardware-based sharing solution in which users plug at home a light access point that broadcasts a closed SSID for private use and an open SSID for visitors. FON claims nearly 2 million spots worldwide. The open FON SSID hosts a web portal \cite{Chi} on which any FON user is able to connect. People not belonging to the community are also able to connect on the access point either by paying online, or by watching a short advertisement video granting free 15 minutes of Internet access. This later access method may raise identification issues if the user creates a fake account. In non-free scenarios, the connection duration measurement is only performed
by FON which charges the visitor and redistributes a part of the revenue to the owner of the shared access point. However, the visitor does not have control on this measurement and an access point owner might drastically reduce visitor’s bandwidth to increase the duration and so his revenue. Even if FON mostly target end-users, several ISPs provide their customers with FON-capable set-top boxes.

In both solutions, sharing of Internet access is done on a cooperative basis, i.e., users wishing to use connections provided by other users must be willing to share their own connection with the community. Such Internet sharing imposes many of the above described security threats on the members of the community, both sharers and mobile users. Moreover, using Wifi.com, visitors are connected on the same LAN as the network owner. It means that the visitor may have access to the shared printers, files and devices connected on the LAN.

5.2.4 Eduroam

A more secure way for realizing Internet sharing between corporate partners is to allow other networks to question each other’s authentication server to verify collaborators’ credentials. With this mechanism, foreign users can log in on the access point of a partner network and authenticate themselves using their credentials known within their home network. These credentials typically specify the user’s home network, e.g., johndoe@abc.com. In fact, the authentication server of the visited network delegates the authentication process to the user’s home network.

This solution is implemented using EAP-TTLS and RADIUS servers between educational institutions participating to Eduroam [Edu]. EAP-TTLS is the authentication protocol that is used between the mobile device and the AP. The EAP frames are encapsulated in RADIUS packets and sent to the visited network authentication server which relays them to the user’s home network. The architecture of Eduroam is depicted in Figure 5.1. On this picture, John Doe uses johndoe@institutionB as a login to connect while located inside Institution A’s buildings. Since the user database of institution A does not have entries for this user, the RADIUS server acts as a proxy and relays the requests and responses to the
upper *Eduroam* RADIUS server, which is often a national RADIUS server. If it does not match, the request is relayed to the top level proxy, making the authentication delay longer. The request finally reaches the institution B’s RADIUS server which knows John Doe and can complete the TTLS protocol with the user. We measured, in UCLouvain, that *Eduroam* needs to exchange at least 12 RADIUS packets (6 for each direction) between the visited network and the user’s home network to complete the authentication.

![Figure 5.1: Architecture of *Eduroam*. In this example, John Doe is able to connect to the Internet through *Institution A* with his login from *Institution B*. The Eduroam authentication uses a hierarchy of RADIUS servers.](image)

The user can authenticate the authentication server he is exchanging packets with. This authentication is included in the TTLS protocol and is performed using certificates.

*Eduroam* permits students and researchers to connect to the Internet for free when visiting other institutions. The operational problem with this mechanism is that it assumes strong trust between institutions, which does not necessarily fit the requirements of commercial companies. For example, an institution which is part of *Eduroam* could easily steal user credentials and may also suffer from misbehavior of visiting users.
5.2.5 Virtual Private Networks (VPN)

Many companies improve the remote connectivity of their mobile employees (e.g., road warriors, home workers) through the deployment of mandatory VPN solutions. This also allows secure remote access to the Internet via the corporate network. A VPN connection is initiated by the mobile user who creates an authenticated and encrypted tunnel to his home network. Once the tunnel is established, all data sent by the user to the Internet is transmitted through this secure tunnel to the home network, which then forwards the packets over the Internet. However, in order to initiate a remote VPN connection, a mobile user must be already connected to a visited network, have obtained a public IP and be able to access the Internet. Therefore, VPN connections are not sufficient to protect the security of visited networks against infrastructure and denial-of-service attacks or blacklisting. Additionally, since such connections are initiated by users, they cannot actually be used by the visited network to improve its security.

5.3 Summary

For each of the aforementioned popular solutions, we analyze in Table 5.1 the potential risks in the light of the threats and problems discussed in Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. Although our analysis may seem subjective and one may think of additional protection mechanisms that could be used to thwart one or another risk, we believe that our view reflects the general picture of how these approaches are deployed today.

As can be seen, none of the methods seems to be sufficient to simultaneously protect security and privacy of networks and mobile users, reduce accounting risks, and enable better operability and usability. The deployment of current solutions is especially risky for (non-commercial) visited networks with regard to the missing protection against infrastructure attacks, DoS attacks, and misbehaving users and for mobile users with regard to the trustworthiness of the visited networks and attacks via fraudulent access points.

Therefore, a presumably better solution would be to combine some strengths of existing WiFi sharing techniques such as those based on secure tun-
neling with extended protection mechanisms for visited networks and mobile users. This is precisely the motivation for our SWISH framework, which provides security and ease of use though a unique three-party authentication protocol and data tunneling.

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 6 describes the entire SWISH solution, i.e., the mechanism, the authentication and key exchange protocol, and two extensions, an accounting mechanism and a protocol providing anonymity and untraceability to visiting users. We then discuss in Chapter 7 the implementation of SWISH, its deployment in corporate and home networks and a performance evaluation in a test bed. In the same section, we also compare SWISH with related work.
Table 5.1: Summary of risks and threats in popular WiFi sharing solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Temporary credentials</th>
<th>Hotspots</th>
<th>FON</th>
<th>Eduroam</th>
<th>VPN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Attacks</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Exhaustion</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacklisting</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraudulent Access Points</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Profiling and Traceability</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of Overcharge</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of Repudiation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Confinection</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Subscribed Services</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Risks and Tarnished Reputation</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of Home Network’s Policies</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mobile still needs an IP address from the visited network.

It is easy, for companies whose main business is Internet sharing, to prevent this using traffic shaping.

FON allows to set a bandwidth limit for visitors.

Sharing being the only business of hotspots companies, this threat does not have serious impact on the side services.

In most cases, it is based on Web authentication in which the user cannot authenticate the visited network.

EAP-TTLS uses a certificate for the visited network. However, it has to be verified by the mobile user.

We consider temporary credentials distributed sequentially for a one-shot event.

This depends on which connection mechanism it is based on.
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SWISH

In SWISH, we avoid many of the aforementioned security threats and usability problems by extending the roles of the networks participating in the roaming process through a novel approach. At a high level, WiFi sharing in SWISH is realized using a secure tunnel between the home and visited networks. All the packets from the mobile are then forwarded through this tunnel. Subsequently, the mobile device accesses to the Internet as if it were located inside its home network, i.e., using an IP address allocated by the latter, thus thwarting blacklisting risks for the visited network. Internet access is therefore provided without endangering the visited network.

SWISH was designed with specific attention to the usually limited computational and storage resources of mobile devices. In particular, one of the design goals behind SWISH protocols was to reduce the complexity of cryptographic operations performed by mobile devices. In this chapter we describe the overall architecture of SWISH as well as its authentication and key exchange protocol and the mechanisms used for authentication and key establishment, accounting, and anonymity. We then end with an overview of the related work.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 defines requirements to the mechanism design. Then, Section 6.2 presents the SWISH architecture. Section 6.3 details the three-party authentication protocol, RAKE. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 describes three extensions to the SWISH mechanism, respectively an accounting protocol, a traceability avoidance mechanism and denial-of-service protection.
6.1 Requirements

The architecture of SWISH is comprised of three main logical entities: the mobile user $M$, his home network $H$, and the visited network $V$. $M$ is located in the $V$ premises and wants to access the Internet using $V$’s network equipments. To tackle the aforementioned technical and management issues, $M$ only obtains an IP address from his home network and is restricted by $V$ to accessing the Internet via $H$. A tunnel between both networks is created to redirect the packets from and to $M$.

The trust assumptions amongst these entities are the following: there is a fully trusted relationship between $M$ and $H$. In practice, they share a common high-entropy secret $psk_{MH}$ as a product of the registration phase. The trust level between $H$ and $V$ can vary depending on the roaming agreement established between both networks, either directly or through a trusted third party. In both cases their authentication relies on public key certificates. Additionally, $H$ acts as an authorizer of the connection between $M$ and $V$. The reason is that $M$ and $V$ may not be aware of each other’s identity prior to the roaming session so that their trust has to be established transitively via $H$.

The design of SWISH is mainly driven by security requirements. These are presented through the following security goals.

Security Goals

The security goals will be addressed by considering the different kind of attacks that could be launched on such a mechanism. In the following, we consider that the attacker is located either on $M$-$V$ or on $V$-$H$ channel as a man-in-the-middle, on- or off-path.

As the mechanism aims at providing an Internet access with an IP address from $H$, we want to prevent any user without any roaming agreement with $H$ from obtaining access to the Internet via $H$. This user may be an attacker or even be a $V$ that would pretend to host a mobile user to gain the access. Similarly we want to prevent a user from accessing the Internet through a $H$ which is not a partner of the visited network. Otherwise, that would allow an unauthorized user that has an associate on the Internet to
access the Internet through $V$ and the associate.

In SWISH, we want to protect the data traffic from alteration and injection, both on $M-V$ and $V-H$ channels. Additionally, due to the ease of performing the attack, we require the $M-V$ channel, i.e., WiFi, to be protected against sniffing. We do not require the $V-H$ path, typically across the Internet, to be protected against sniffing but this protection can be enabled on $H$’s or $M$’s request.

An attacker may try to pretend to be a home network to have the entire data traffic from $M$ forwarded through him. In the same way, an attacker may set up a rogue access point and act as a visited network to capture packets. Obviously an attacker may also play both roles. All these attacks should be prevented.

In addition to these main goals, we introduce three side security goals. First, we want to be able to measure the roaming usage of $M$ for accounting purpose and to provide the visited network with some verifiable information to compose its accounting claims. Second, we address the traceability of the mobile users. In particular, it might be desirable to hide the user’s identity from the visited network and achieve untraceability of its roaming sessions as it is currently the case in GSM/UMTS through the use of a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI). Third, we want to protect $V$ and $H$ from denial-of-service attacks or, at least, mitigate their impact. The security goals related to accounting, untraceability and DoS protected are detailed respectively in Sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 with regards to the basic SWISH proposal.

6.2 SWISH Overview

The SWISH approach is composed of two consecutive phases represented in Figure 6.1. First, a provably secure three-party Roaming Authentication and Key Exchange (RAKE) protocol is executed between $M$, $H$ and $V$. Second, a tunnel is established to forward packets between the visited network and the home network throughout the roaming session.

RAKE provides authentication between all three entities participating in the roaming session, thus successfully thwarting various impersonation
attacks. Furthermore, RAKE provides $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ with a session key $K_{MH}$ for their secure end-to-end communication. In this way SWISH can ensure confidentiality of actual roaming data exchanged between $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ from curious $\mathcal{V}$ via symmetric encryption, which is realized in SWISH. Additionally, RAKE provides all three entities $\mathcal{M}$, $\mathcal{V}$, and $\mathcal{H}$ with an independent session key $K_T$. SWISH uses this key to protect the actual traffic forwarded by $\mathcal{V}$. Moreover, $K_T$ can be used to derive other keys, including the WPA Master Session Key (MSK) if the user connects using a WiFi connection. $K_T$ is also used by SWISH for secure negotiation of other roaming-specific parameters amongst the networks, such as those needed for accounting and billing. RAKE is also flexible in that it allows roaming participants to negotiate cryptographic algorithms for both tunnel authentication and encryption. A detailed specification of the actual RAKE protocol is provided in Section 6.3.

Once RAKE has succeeded, $\mathcal{M}$ holds an IP address from his home network and a tunnel between $\mathcal{V}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ is established (Figure 6.1b). This indicates the beginning of the tunneling phase. End-to-end encryption can be enabled between $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ to ensure confidentiality against $\mathcal{V}$. The $\mathcal{V}$-$\mathcal{H}$ tunnel is used by $\mathcal{V}$ to forward all packets exchanged between $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$. In
contrast to VPN solutions \cite{SSC07}, the roaming tunnel to $\mathcal{H}$ is maintained by $\mathcal{V}$ and not by $\mathcal{M}$, which means that $\mathcal{M}$ does not control the way packets are forwarded through $\mathcal{V}$. This significantly reduces security risks for the infrastructure of the visited network. We provide more details about the tunnel establishment method in Chapter 7.

We decided to keep the encryption between $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ optional. If $\mathcal{V}$ is fully trusted by $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ and if confidentiality is not a requirement, this encryption should be disabled to prevent useless computational cost on both $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$. Traffic impersonalization from an attacker on the Internet cannot be performed thanks to the authenticated tunnel between $\mathcal{V}$ and $\mathcal{H}$.

6.3 RAKE Protocol

The RAKE protocol is used for authentication and key exchange between $\mathcal{M}$, $\mathcal{H}$ and $\mathcal{V}$. To introduce this protocol, we first describe the protocol requirements and the cryptographic primitives used. Then we present a first high-level version of the protocol that achieves these goals. We then explain how keys are derived from shared information. Finally, we describe the complete protocol with all technical details needed to make it work in real environment. More details about our implementation are provided in Chapter 7.

6.3.1 Requirements and Constraints

The design of the RAKE protocol mostly relies on the security requirements described in Section 6.1 and hereafter. In addition to these, we introduce performance requirements. First, as the mobile device is typically a light device running on battery, we want $\mathcal{M}$ to perform as few computations as possible. Second, to complete the protocol in the shortest time, the amount of messages exchanged between $\mathcal{H}$ and $\mathcal{V}$, i.e., across the Internet, must be kept to a minimum. Besides that, the protocol should be flexible enough to support meaningful combinations of authentication and encryption amongst the participants during the roaming phase.
Trust Assumptions

The mobile device $M$ and its home network $H$ are assumed to maintain some security association (as a result of the initialization), and to accept the provided tunnel connection if they can successfully authenticate each other upon the tunnel establishment.

To the contrary, there is no security association between $M$ and $V$ prior to the execution of RAKE. This is natural, since assuming that networks are aware of mobile devices hosted by other networks and assuming that mobile devices are aware of networks that have roaming agreements with their home networks would obviously lead to scalability issues and stand in contrast with the actual roaming goal. The lack of trust between $M$ and $V$ results in several problems. First, $M$ cannot rely on $V$ in questions related to the authentication of $H$, i.e., a malicious $V$ may try to impersonate $H$ towards $M$. Second, $M$ must be assured that $V$ is authorized by $H$ to create such tunnels. Note that, although this requirement seems not of prime importance for the end-to-end communication between $M$ and $H$ it provides additional robustness in the sense that the established tunnel will likely be maintained until either $M$ or $H$ decide to disconnect (as imposed by the roaming contract), thus lowering the risk that some unauthorized visited network decides to establish the tunnel connection and then spontaneously closes it. Third, $V$ must be able to check that $M$ is authorized by $H$ to request tunnels to $H$. This requirement is of importance in commercial roaming scenarios where $V$ may charge $H$ for the provided roaming service.

On the other hand, as part of their contract we assume that $V$ creates a tunnel to $H$ if it successfully authenticates $H$, whereas $H$ accepts the provided tunnel after the successful authentication of $V$ (in addition to the authentication of $M$). In particular, we assume that $V$ creates a tunnel to $H$ if it successfully authenticates $H$ as the intended tunnel end point and receives the assurance that $M$ is authorized to use the tunnel. Similarly, $H$ accepts the provided tunnel only if it has been created by $V$. On the other hand, we still assume that $V$ can misbehave and try to impersonate $M$ towards $H$. There are several reasons for this assumption. First, in commercial roaming scenarios malicious $V$ could try to establish tunnels to $H$ at will and charge $H$ subsequently. Second, a successful impersonation of $M$ followed by the acceptance of the established tunnel by $H$ could be
misused by \( V \) (e.g., to use the established tunnel to perform illegal activities in the name of \( M \)).

**Main Goals**

Based on these assumptions, the RAKE protocol aims at fulfilling the two following goals.

To complete the RAKE protocol with success, \( M \) must have authenticated \( H \) as being its home network, identified as \( id_H \), and \( H \) must have authenticated \( M \) as being \( id_M \), one of its mobile users. \( H \) (resp. \( V \)) have also to authenticate \( V \) (resp. \( H \)) as \( id_V \) (resp. \( id_H \)), one of its roaming partner.

A second objective is to derive two new session keys. The first key \( K_{MH} \) can only be derived by \( M \) and \( H \). The second one, \( K_T \) can only be derived by \( M \), \( V \) and \( H \).

### 6.3.2 Cryptographic Primitives

SWISH uses several well-known cryptographic primitives:

- A *pseudo-random function* \( \text{PRF} : \{0,1\}^k \times \{0,1\}^* \to \{0,1\}^* \) which is used for the purpose of key derivation and can be realized using block-ciphers or keyed one-way hash functions. No efficient algorithm can distinguish (with significant advantage) between a function chosen randomly from the PRF family and a random oracle. In the notation \( \text{PRF}_k(l,x) \), \( k \) is the key, \( l \) is a publicly fixed label, and \( x \) is the input.

- An *asymmetric encryption scheme* satisfying the property of indistinguishability under (adaptive) chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) \([RS99]\) whose encryption and decryption operations are denoted \( \text{Enc} \) and \( \text{Dec} \), respectively.

- A *digital signature scheme* which provides existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA) whose signing and verification operations are denoted \( \text{Sig} \) and \( \text{Ver} \), respectively.

- A *message authentication code* function \( \text{MAC} \) that satisfies weak unforgeability against chosen message attacks (WUF-CMA) \([BN00]\), e.g., the
popular function HMAC \cite{BCK96,Bel06} can be used for this purpose. In our protocol, the data is prepended with an integer to discriminate distinct usages of the function with the same key on the same data.

### 6.3.3 Overview

Figure 6.2 depicts the basic sequence of messages and actions of the RAKE protocol. Before starting the protocol, $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ share two secrets, $k^\text{PRF}_\mathcal{M}$ and $k^\text{MAC}_\mathcal{M}$. The visited network has two key pairs, one for signing ($sk_V, vk_V$) (respectively the signing and verification keys) and one for encryption ($dk_V, ek_V$) (respectively the decryption and encryption keys). The home network also needs a signing key pair. For now, we simply suppose that $V$ and $H$ have previously exchanged their public keys securely. Each entity has an identifier, denoted $id$, which can be used as key to retrieve information about the already-known entities.

The RAKE protocol is composed of seven messages, named $I_1$, $I_2$, $I_3$, $HA_1$, $HA_2$, $MA_1$ and $MA_2$. The following does not describe the protocol in a chronologically order but details how the aforementioned security objectives are applied. Most security functions are applied on a session id, denoted $sid$, which is computed as the concatenation of all ids ($id_M$, $id_V$ and $id_H$) and nonces generated by each entity ($n_M$, $n_V$ and $n_H$). These nonces are generated randomly by each entity. They guarantee that each session id is different from the previous ones and so, that cryptographic values computed previously are not valid anymore. The identities and nonces are exchanged between entities and thus known by each of them.

The authentication between $H$ and $M$ relies on symmetric cryptography. The digital signatures $\mu_H$ and $\mu_M$ are computed using a MAC function on the session id, concatenated with a zero or a one to differentiate the values. The key that is used for this function is $k^\text{MAC}_M$ which is only known from $M$ and $H$. Only these two entities are able to generate and check these values.

The authentication between $H$ and $V$ is based on asymmetric signatures, $\sigma_H$ and $\sigma_V$, in $HA_1$ and $MA_2$ messages. These signatures are both computed on the session id. $\sigma_H$ is also computed on $\chi$ (see below) to protect the integrity of this value.

The second security goal is to exchange keys that can be used later on.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile Device (M)</th>
<th>Visited Network (V)</th>
<th>Home Network (H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(k_{M}^{\text{PRF}}, k_{M}^{\text{MAC}})$</td>
<td>$(sk_{V}, vk_{V}), (dk_{V}, ek_{V})$</td>
<td>$(sk_{H}, vk_{H})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pick $n_{V}$

pick $n_{M}$

$I_{1} \xleftarrow{} n_{V}|id_{V}$

$I_{2} \xrightarrow{} n_{M}|id_{M}|id_{H}$

$I_{3} \xrightarrow{} n_{M}|n_{V}|id_{M}|id_{V}$

check $id_{M}$ exists
get $k_{M}^{\text{PRF}}$ and $k_{M}^{\text{MAC}}$
pick $n_{V}$

$sid := id_{M}|id_{V}|id_{H}|n_{M}|n_{V}|n_{H}$

$tk := \text{PRF}_{k_{M}^{\text{PRF}}}(l_{1}, sid)$

$\chi := \text{Enc}_{ek_{V}}(tk)$

$\mu_{H} := \text{MAC}_{k_{M}^{\text{MAC}}}(0|sid)$

$\sigma_{H} := \text{Sig}_{sk_{H}}(sid|\chi)$

$HA_{1} \xleftarrow{} n_{H}|\chi|\mu_{H}|\sigma_{H}$

check $\sigma_{H}$

$HA_{2} \xrightarrow{} n_{H}|\mu_{H}$

check $\mu_{H}$

$tk := \text{PRF}_{k_{M}^{\text{PRF}}}(l_{1}, sid)$

$\mu_{M} := \text{MAC}_{k_{M}^{\text{MAC}}}(1|sid)$

$MA_{1} \xrightarrow{} \mu_{M}$

$\sigma_{V} := \text{Sig}_{sk_{V}}(sid)$

$MA_{2} \xrightarrow{} \mu_{M}|\sigma_{V}$

check $\mu_{M}$

check $\sigma_{V}$

$tk := \text{Dec}_{sk_{V}}(\chi)$

$K_{t} := \text{PRF}_{tk}(l_{2}, sid)$

$K_{t} := \text{PRF}_{tk}(l_{2}, sid)$

$K_{t} := \text{PRF}_{tk}(l_{2}, sid)$

$K_{MH} := \text{PRF}_{k_{M}^{\text{PRF}}}(l_{3}, sid)$

$K_{MH} := \text{PRF}_{k_{M}^{\text{PRF}}}(l_{3}, sid)$

Figure 6.2: Overview of the RAKE protocol. The message names are indicated in bold above the arrows.
These keys are $K_T$, that is shared between the three parties, and $K_{MH}$ that must only be known by $M$ and $H$. $K_{MH}$ is directly derived from the session id using a pseudo-random function (PRF) and the key $k_M^{PRF}$. $K_T$ is computed in the same way but by using the key $tk$. This temporary key ($tk$) is computed using a PRF and $k_M^{PRF}$ as a key, and is sent encrypted ($\chi$) to $V$. The key derivation is detailed in Section 6.3.4.

More details on how actual payloads are built are given in Section 6.3.4. We proved in [MLK+08] that RAKE satisfies the previously defined security goals.\[\]

### 6.3.4 Key management and derivation

The authentication between $H$ and $V$ is performed using public key certificates. RAKE supports three different modes for the distribution of public keys. First, RAKE can use certificates that have already been pre-shared between the partner networks. However, this solution cannot be applied at a wide scale. Second, RAKE can obtain certificates from a centralized service that stores all the certificates and the corresponding revocation list (CRL), i.e., each time a network needs a certificate of another network it sends the corresponding request to the service. Third, RAKE allows networks to distribute their certificates during the protocol execution and provides the recipients with the ability to check the validity of the received certificates by comparing them to CRLs obtained from the central service. This last mode justifies to exchange certificates between entities, that is why this data is optional in the full protocol, shown in Figure 6.4.

$M$ and $H$ share a secret (e.g., a passphrase) from which all the keys are derived. The key derivation scheme is shown on Figure 6.3. $K_{MH}$ and $K_T$ are divided in substrings depending on the need for sub-keys. $K_{MH}$ is used for $K_{MH}^{MAC}$ (for accounting) and keys that may be needed for tunnel encryption. $K_T$ is used for the EAP key, i.e., for WiFi encryption, and for tunnel authentication.
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![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 6.3: Key derivation in RAKE and SWISH**

```
\[
\text{passphrase (shared between } M \text{ and } H) \xrightarrow{\text{PRF}} k_M^M \quad (64 \text{ bytes})
\]

\[
k_M^{MAC} \xrightarrow{\text{PRF}} k_M^{PRF} \quad \rightarrow \quad tk_M \quad \rightarrow \quad K_{MH} \quad \rightarrow \quad K_T
\]

**Figure 6.4: Full RAKE protocol including all optional payloads**

6.3.5 RAKE payloads

**Figure 6.4** depicts the full RAKE protocol, i.e., including all settings and practical aspects. Each RAKE message is encoded as a linked list of payloads. Each payload carries one piece of information with some parameters, 1[MLK+08] uses completely different notations from this thesis. The major ones are that SWISH and RAKE are respectively called WRT and AWRT.
e.g., the format of this data. The format of RAKE payloads is detailed in our technical report\(^2\).

Security Proposal payloads have been added in Figure 6.4. These are used to negotiate which algorithm should be used, mainly for cryptographic primitives. The first entity sends its own security proposal containing all the algorithms it supports for a specific use, e.g., for the PRF function, for MAC computation, . . . . The receiver computes the intersection between this list and its own list. If the third party is implied, the updated security proposal is sent to this entity which performs the same operation.

The following describes each message and the payloads it contains.

**I1 message (from V to M)**

\(N_V\) A nonce, randomly chosen by \(V\). The nonce size must be 32 bytes.

\(ID_V\) The identity of \(V\). The ID can either be an IP address, a fully-qualified name or an ASCII string.

**I2 message (from M to V)**

\(N_M\) A nonce, chosen by \(M\). The nonce size must be 32 bytes.

\(ID_M\) The identity of \(M\). The ID can either be an IP address, a fully-qualified name or an ASCII string.

\(ID_H\) The identity of \(H\). The ID can either be an IP address, a fully-qualified name or an ASCII string.

\(SP^{MAC}_M\) The list of algorithms supported by \(M\) for the MAC function.

\(SP^{PRF}_M\) The list of algorithms supported by \(M\) for the PRF function.

\(SP^{Enc}_M\) The list of algorithms supported by \(M\) for the tunnel encryption, including *none*.

\(^2\)Can be downloaded from [http://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/techrep-rake](http://inl.info.ucl.ac.be/techrep-rake)
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**I3 message (from $V$ to $H$)**

- $N_M$: The nonce chosen by $M$.
- $N_V$: The nonce chosen by $V$.
- $ID_M$: The identity of $M$.
- $ID_V$: The identity of $V$.
- $SP^MAC_M$: The list of algorithms supported by $M$ for the MAC function.
- $SP^PRF_MV$: The list of algorithms supported by both $M$ and $V$ for the PRF function.
- $SP^{SIGHV}_V$: The list of algorithms supported by $V$ for the digital signature between $H$ and $V$ ($\sigma_H$ and $\sigma_V$).
- $SP^{Enc}_V$: The list of algorithms supported by $V$ for asymmetric encryption (for $\chi$).
- $SP^{Tun}_V$: The list of protocols supported by $V$ for the tunnel and its authentication.
- $SP^{Enc}_M$: The list of algorithms supported by $M$ for the tunnel encryption.
- $R^{HCert}_H$: (optional) If certificates are managed with up-to-date CRL (second scenario in Section 6.3.4), this requests $H$ to send its certificate.
- $CERT_V$: (optional) If certificates are managed with CRL (second scenario in Section 6.3.4), the certificate of $V$.

**HA1 message (from $V$ to $H$)**

- $N_H$: A nonce, chosen by $H$. The nonce size must be 32 bytes.
- $EK$: A payload containing $\chi$ which is $tk$ encrypted for $V$.
- $MAC_H$: A payload containing $\mu_H$.
- $SIG_H$: A payload containing $\sigma_H$. 
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$S^{Tun}_H$ The settings for $H$-$V$ tunnel: the protocol, the authentication mechanism and other settings depending on the type of tunnel.

$S^{Tenc}_H$ The settings for $H$-$M$ encryption: the protocol, the cryptographic algorithms and other settings depending on the type of encryption. Can be none if both $M$ and $H$ prefers not enabling it.

$S^{Host}_H$ The connection settings for the mobile, it can contain the IP address, the DNS server to use and the gateway.

$S^{MAC}_{MH}$ The list of algorithms supported by $M$ and $H$ for the MAC function.

$S^{PRF}_{MVH}$ The list of algorithms supported by $M$, $V$ and $H$ for the PRF function.

$S^{SIGHV}_{VH}$ The list of algorithms supported by $V$ and $H$ for the digital signature between $H$ and $V$ ($\sigma_H$ and $\sigma_V$).

$CERT_H$ (optional) If it has been requested by $V$, the certificate of $H$.

**HA2 message (from $V$ to $M$)**

$N_H$ The nonce chosen by $H$.

$MAC_H$ A payload containing $\mu_H$.

$S^{MAC}_{MH}$ The list of algorithms supported by $M$ and $H$ for the MAC function.

$S^{PRF}_{MVH}$ One PRF function algorithm supported by $M$, $V$ and $H$, and used for all PRF computations.

$S^{Host}_{HV}$ The connection settings for the mobile, it can contain the IP address, the DNS server to use and the gateway.

$S^{Tenc}_H$ The settings for $H$-$M$ encryption: the protocol, the cryptographic algorithms and other settings depending on the type of encryption. Can be none if both $M$ and $H$ prefers not enabling it.
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**MA1 message** (from $M$ to $V$)

- $MAC_M$ A payload containing $\mu_M$.
- $ST_{Enc}^M$ (optional) The settings for $M$-$H$ encryption: the protocol, the cryptographic algorithms and other settings depending on the type of encryption.

**MA2 message** (from $V$ to $H$)

- $SIG_V$ A payload containing $\sigma_V$.
- $MAC_M$ A payload containing $\mu_M$.
- $ST_{Tun}^V$ The settings for $V$-$H$ tunnel: the protocol, the authentication mechanism and other settings depending on the type of tunnel.
- $ST_{Enc}^V$ (optional) The settings for $M$-$H$ encryption: the protocol, the cryptographic algorithms and other settings depending on the type of encryption.

### 6.4 An Adaptive Accounting Protocol

In commercial scenarios, Internet sharing may require both monitoring and control of the resource consumption, e.g., the available communication bandwidth, and an accounting process for the consumed resources. In existing sharing solutions the actual consumption of resources (time and/or volume) by mobile devices is measured solely by the visited network. These measurements when included in the bill can often no longer be verified by the end-users. As discussed in [Section 5.1](#), the missing trust relationship between users and — possibly unknown — visited network providers imposes risks of overcharging that may remain unnoticed. Another problem is that current solutions based on a post-paid basis do not provide protection against repudiation of the later bills by the users. For this reason, many Internet sharing providers prefer the pre-paid method, which is, however, less usable and secure from the perspective of users. The architecture of SWISH allows for an elegant post-paid solution that thwart the aforementioned risks. It
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is the continuous presence of the home network throughout the roaming session that allows for the independent real-time measurement of the visited network’s resources consumed by mobile users. The idea of SWISH accounting is thus to use the available trust between both networks, and between the mobile user and his home network, to minimize the accounting risks for the involved parties.

In this section, we propose a lightweight accounting protocol in which $H$ can be charged for the forwarding service provided by $V$ based on the number of bytes sent through the tunnel. The protocol limits the bill repudiation risk for $V$ and can be deployed in a realistic environment where packet losses are frequent, available bandwidth likely to be high and where no trusted broker is available. The SWISH accounting protocol combines non-repudiable billing mechanisms with adaptive bandwidth allocation. This can be done efficiently since both networks are active during the entire roaming session. The main idea behind the accounting protocol is to use iterations. At the end of an iteration, $H$ signs a receipt for the amount of data forwarded by $V$ during this iteration. This allocated bandwidth is iteratively increased by $V$ according to the number of receipts it has received. This growth is similar to the TCP slow-start approach. It ensures that no party can be cheated on more than a few bytes.

We remark that the SWISH accounting protocol is of independent interest for commercial communication scenarios in which some third party relays messages, e.g., it can be also used to charge two communicating clients through a SIP proxy. The protocol could also apply to other measurement units than a quantity of bytes, e.g., to the time.

6.4.1 Security Model for Accounting

We suppose that $M$ and $H$ trust each other and want to use the tunnel connection provided by $V$ without being overcharged or suspended by $V$ for not agreeing with the correct accounting information. On the other hand, $V$ wants the ability to obtain non-repudiable confirmation from $H$ for the consumed resources for charging purpose.

However, packets sent across the Internet may be lost and it is intrinsically impossible to distinguish packets that have been lost from packets that
have been deliberately dropped. The problem is that $V$ may try to drop packets while claiming their correct transmission. Likewise, $H$ may claim that no packets have been received although their delivery did take place.

The SWISH accounting protocol has two security objectives. First, to protect the mobile device $M$ and the home network $H$ from a dishonest visited network $V$ trying to overcharge $H$ for more bytes than actually forwarded by $V$ between $H$ and $M$. The second objective is to protect $V$ from colluding $M$ and $H$ that aim to force $V$ to transmit more bytes than $V$ agreed. Additionally, we require that if one party disconnects or claims that the other one has violated the agreement, the data volume that cannot be charged remains below some threshold. These objectives are formalized in the following definitions.

We define the acceptable loss ratio and the acceptable uncharged ratio as follows. The acceptable loss ratio, $\rho_H$, is the value such that, for any $i \geq 0$, $H$ will accept to sign receipts for $Q_i$ bytes when $H$ can check that at least $(1 - \rho_H)Q_i$ bytes have been actually forwarded by $V$. The acceptable uncharged ratio, $\rho_V$, is the value such that, for any $i \geq 0$, $V$ will accept the risk to terminate a session having forwarded a total of $(1 + \rho_V)Q_i$ bytes while having obtained a receipt for only $Q_i$ bytes.

Note that in the definition of non-repudiation we tolerate when $V$ transmits up to $\rho_V Q_i$ bytes without obtaining a receipt for this amount. The reason for such an optimistic approach is that, in asymmetric Internet communication, no fairness of accounting can be ensured without relying on some trusted broker or costly hardware. On the other hand, $V$ provides the tunnel service, and therefore, it is meaningful to assume that at most $\rho_V Q_i$ forwarded bytes are offered for free.

### 6.4.2 The Non-Repudiable Accounting Protocol

We first detail an iteration of the protocol, then explain how the iterations can overlap to increase performance and how the adaptive bandwidth allocation works.
Basic Iteration

Figure 6.5 shows, above each box, the values known by each entity after the RAKE execution. $sk_H$ and $vk_H$ are respectively $H$’s signing and verification keys. We assume that $M$ and $H$ have established an authenticated tunnel so that $V$ is not able to modify the packets nor inject forged packets.

Before each iteration, $M$ negotiates with $V$ the amount of data it is allowed to send and receive. We describe below the messages exchanged during one iteration of the protocol as depicted in Figure 6.5. We define $q_i$ as the amount of bytes allocated to the current transmission “chunk”, and $Q_i$ as the total amount of bytes allocated during a set of iterations, i.e., $Q_i = \sum_{j=0}^i q_j$. This use of cumulative $Q_i$ reduces the storage need, as the latest receipt can be considered as an ultimate proof.

1. Upon reception of a receipt for the previous iteration, $V$ chooses $q_i$, which is the new amount of bytes it agrees to forward during this iteration. It computes $Q_i$ — i.e., the cumulative number of bytes it has allowed until now — and sends this value to $M$.

2. $M$ chooses $q_i'$, the number of bytes it agrees to buy for the current iteration, so that $Q_i' \leq Q_i$ (or $q_i' \leq q_i$). It sends to $V$ the value $Q_i'$ and a ticket $T_i$ proving this commitment. The ticket $T_i$ is computed using a Message Authentication Code (MAC) on input $Q_i'$ and $SID$ with key $K_{MH}^{MAC}$. It is used as a proof for $H$ that $M$ agrees on the quantity. In most cases, the mobile will choose $q_i' = q_i$ which allows obtaining the highest bandwidth.
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③ \( V \) stores the received values \( Q_i'T_i \) and starts forwarding packets. During this transmission \( V \) measures \( Q_i'V \), which is the amount of data forwarded in both directions.

④ \( M \) starts sending data. \( M \) and \( H \) count the amount of data they receive denoted \( Q_i^- \) and \( Q_i'^- \), respectively.

⑤ After transmission of \( Q_i'V \geq Q_i' \) bytes, \( V \) requests \( M \) to provide the exact received volume and the proof.

⑥ In response, \( M \) sends \( Q_i'^-|P_i \), where \( P_i \) is a proof for \( H \) that \( M \) actually received \( Q_i'^- \) bytes of data, i.e., a MAC on the quantity and SID.

⑦ \( V \) forwards \( Q_i' \), \( M \)’s ticket \( T_i \), \( Q_i'^- \) and proof \( P_i \) to \( H \).

⑧ \( H \) first checks whether the loss ratio is acceptable, i.e., if \( \frac{Q_i'^-(Q_i'^+ + Q_i'^-)}{Q_i'^-} \leq \rho_H \) then \( H \) sends a non-repudiable receipt \( R_i \) back to \( V \). This receipt is computed as a signature using \( sk_H \) on \( Q_i' \) and SID. Otherwise, \( H \) disconnects without validating this iteration of the protocol. Note that \( \rho_H \) should not be fixed to a too low value to avoid abrupt disconnections. Recent studies have shown that the packet loss ratio on web pages across the Internet is about 1 to 1.5 percent [Bel10].

⑨ \( V \) always stores the latest tuple \((R_i, Q_i', SID)\) it received. This tuple serves as a non-repudiable proof that \( M \) communicated at least \( Q_i' \) bytes.

Combining Iterations

In order to avoid traffic blocking between steps ⑤ and ⑨, \( V \) sends in advance the \( Q_{i+1} \) message in step ⑤. This means for \( V \) that it can be cheated on for \( q_i + q_{i+1} \) bytes in the worst case. This happens if \( H \) does not send \( R_i \) before the end of the \((i + 1)\)th iteration.

Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation

We now describe how \( q_i \) values are computed. A too low \( q_i \) would bind the bandwidth and increase the frequency with which signatures have to be computed and verified; on the other hand, a too high \( q_i \) would increase the potential loss for \( V \) if \( H \) refuses to provide signed receipts.
As defined in Section 6.4.1, we want to ensure at iteration $i$ that $V$ is not cheated for more than $\rho_V Q_{i-2}$. This can be done by using the following equation to compute $q_i$ values:

$$q_i = \rho_V Q_{i-2} - q_{i-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

At startup, $V$ only agrees to forward small amounts of data ($q_0 = q_1 = q_{\text{min}}$) before the first receipt has been received. When the latter has been validated, i.e., for $i > 2$, Equation (6.1) is used. We also force $q_i$ to remain between acceptable bounds $q_{\text{min}}$ and $q_{\text{max}}$.

In [LDC+11] we prove the security of the accounting protocol, i.e., that it provides overcharge protection and non-repudiation of accounting.

6.4.3 Validation

In order to validate the accounting mechanism, we built a simple model of it into the ns-2 simulator [NS2]. Our main objective was to determine the impact of both $\rho_V$ and the $H\cdotV$ delay on the TCP throughput. We also wanted to detect eventual weird interactions between TCP and the accounting mechanism.

The protocol was implemented as a dedicated module on a router. This module models the behavior of $V$: it keeps track of the number of bytes forwarded and blocks transmitted while waiting for tickets from $M$ or receipt from $H$. At each iteration, $Q_i$ is incremented with $q_i$ computed according to Equation (6.1).

To evaluate the impact on the performance of TCP, we used an environment with three nodes, corresponding to each party, connected with a 8 Mbps link. Our TCP source, attached to $M$, uses the Linux TCP Implementation for ns-2. Our simulations indicate, as shown on Figure 6.6, that when the $V\cdotH$ Round-Trip Time (RTT) is lower than 100 milliseconds, the accounting mechanism has no impact on the TCP throughput, even for very low values of $\rho_V$ such as 0.1%. With longer RTT, such as 150 (respectively 200) milliseconds, the duration for the throughput maximization is 40 (respectively 63) seconds. Nevertheless we expect that in practice most utilizations of SWISH will experience a round-trip time smaller than 100 milliseconds which is a typical round-trip time between well connected nodes in
Europe and the U.S. For longer RTT, the impact on TCP throughput starts to be visible when $\rho_V$ ratio is low. For example, Figure 6.7 shows that with $\rho_V = 5\%$ and RTT=150 msec, the average TCP throughput during the first ten seconds after the authentication is about 90\% of the TCP throughput achieved without accounting. This is still acceptable for most applications of WiFi sharing. To summarize, in most case, the TCP throughput will not be affected by the accounting protocol. Only networks with high-delay connections should not use too low values for $\rho_V$ if they want to maximize the throughput in a few seconds.

![Figure 6.6: Impact of Round-Trip Time (RTT) on the TCP throughput ($\rho_V = 0.001$). For low RTT, the accounting protocol has no impact on the TCP throughput. For RTT higher than 100ms, the TCP throughput is maximized after a few seconds.](image)

![Figure 6.7: Impact of $\rho_V$ on the TCP throughput when RTT = 150ms. If $V$ chooses to reduce its risks (lower $\rho_V$), the TCP throughput takes more time to be maximized.](image)
6.5 Untraceability of Mobile Users

The RAKE protocol, as defined in Section 6.3, does not guarantee the anonymity of mobile users towards visited networks, thus enables user traceability by the latter. Indeed, the first message sent by $M$ in RAKE protocol reveals its identity. In our context, we define the untraceability as the impossibility for a visited network to link with absolute certainty two visits as initiated by the same $M$. The anonymity can be considered a sub-property as it is required but not sufficient to satisfy untraceability.

As discussed in Section 5.1.1, the lack of untraceability against visited networks may contradict the privacy demands of the users but is of importance for their identification in case of misbehavior. Existing roaming solutions do not have simultaneous support for user untraceability and misbehaving user tracing (see Table 5.1). To the contrary, the SWISH framework allows for an elegant solution to this problem due to the active involvement of the home network into the roaming process. At a high level, we encrypt the identity of the mobile user in the RAKE protocol, which can then be decrypted only by the home network. The use of IND-CCA2 public-key encryption, which provides unlinkability between two executions on the same input, allows further to achieve untraceability among roaming sessions of the same user. At the same time, we preserve the ability to identify misbehaving users; identification of such users is now performed by the home network. In what follows, we specify the untraceability requirements for mobile users towards visited networks and specify an optional extension to the original RAKE protocol. The public-key encryption mechanism for user identities is realized in a special way that keeps the computational costs of $M$ low aiming to avoid unnecessary public-key operations at the mobile device.

The basic idea of the SWISH untraceability extension to RAKE is that $M$ sends a temporary pseudonym $t_M$ (computed as the encryption of $M$’s identity) to $H$, instead of $n_M$ in the $I2$ message. At the end of the RAKE execution, $H$ encrypts $M$’s identity and transmits it to $M$. This new pseudonym is used for the next execution of RAKE. In this way, linking two $M$’s sessions is not possible for $V$.

The protocol is designed to minimize the computational cost for $M$. $M$ will not have to compute the encryption itself, unless an attack occurs, i.e.,
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one participant is dishonest. In that worst case, the computational cost will be higher for $\mathcal{M}$, as it needs to recompute itself the new temporary pseudonym, but the security remains unaffected.

The building blocks for this protocol are an IND-CCA2 asymmetric encryption scheme $\text{Enc}/\text{Dec}$, a symmetric encryption scheme $E/D$ and a message authentication scheme ($\text{MAC}$). We make the assumption that $\text{MAC}$ provides key privacy, meaning that an active attacker cannot decide which key was used to compute the MAC. This property is satisfied by MACs modeled as PRFs. In addition to the parameters of the basic RAKE protocol, the home network must use a public key $ek_H$ and a corresponding private key $dk_H$ for the asymmetric encryption scheme $\text{Enc}$. The mobile $\mathcal{M}$ should store $ek_H$ and $t_M$, computed as $\text{Enc}_{ek_H}(\mathcal{M})$ (its identity encrypted under the public key of $\mathcal{H}$).

![Diagram of the SWISH protocol](image)

Figure 6.8: The SWISH anonymity extension to RAKE prevents the traceability of the mobile users by the visited networks.

The SWISH untraceability extension to RAKE, depicted on Figure 6.8, is integrated into the original protocol and works as follows:

1. In the first message ($I_1$) of the RAKE protocol, $\mathcal{M}$ sends $t_M$ instead of sending its identity $\mathcal{M}$.

2. $\mathcal{H}$ decrypts the message and obtains the identity of $\mathcal{M}$. In addition to $K_{MH}$ computed in the original RAKE protocol $\mathcal{H}$ computes a new
pseudonym for $\mathcal{M}$ as $t'_M := \mathcal{E}_{pk_H}(M)$, and sends using an Encrypt-then-MAC approach $E_{K_{MH}}(t'_M), \text{MAC}_{K_{MH}}(E_{K_{MH}}(t'_M))$.

3. Upon receiving this message, $\mathcal{M}$ uses $K_{MH}$ to obtain $t'_M$ and checks the MAC value. If the MAC value is correct, $\mathcal{M}$ stores its new pseudonym $t_M := t'_M$. Otherwise, it computes $t_M$ itself.

With this extension, $\mathcal{M}$ sends a different $t_M$ at each RAKE execution. Thanks to the IND-CCA2 property of $\text{Enc}$, each execution of $\text{Enc}_{ek_H}$ on the same plaintext $\mathcal{M}$ results with overwhelming probability in a different ciphertext.

We remark that we do not consider the security proposal payloads as compromising untraceability. Even if a user is likely to keep its security settings unchanged from one RAKE execution to another one, such settings are usually set up by the application or by the operating system, resulting in a high collision rate with other users. Anyway, observations on security proposal values will never result in absolute certitude that two different executions of the RAKE protocol have been performed by the same or by different users.

### 6.6 Protection against Denial-of-Service

Here we present some ideas on how to enhance RAKE towards resistance against some types of DoS attacks. DoS attacks include all kind of attacks which result in service disruption for some period. However, it is not possible to protect a network architecture against all kind of DoS. For instance, preventing a user from connecting on WiFi is easy by using a WiFi jammer. In the same way, using a Distributed DoS attacks to isolate $\mathcal{V}$ or $\mathcal{H}$ from the Internet are out of our scope. The only DoS attacks we want to mitigate are attacks from a single anonymous user on the Internet or a mobile device, located in $\mathcal{V}$, that would cause $\mathcal{H}$ or $\mathcal{V}$ to perform more computations than the ones required for sending the attack.

Due to the higher communication delays on the path between $\mathcal{V}$ and $\mathcal{H}$ it might be desirable to decrease the risk that $\mathcal{V}$ opens a connection to $\mathcal{H}$ for the third protocol message without gaining stronger confidence that the party which requested the tunnel is a valid mobile device hosted by $\mathcal{H}$;
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otherwise a DoS-attacker can compose the second protocol message, $I_2$, and then simply close its own connection. A possible solution to minimize this risk is to equip $M$ with a key pair and a certificate issued by $H$, and demand a signature on this second message (which also includes a fresh nonce of $V$). Observe, that this solution, although computationally expensive, minimizes the risk since the attacker must either forge the signature or be a holder of some valid certificate. Nevertheless, it is not completely satisfactory since $V$ is not able to judge (without further interaction) whether the certificate has not been revoked by $H$. One could further reduce the risk by requiring that device certificates are issued for some short validity period. We remark that this solution is incompatible with the untraceability extension presented in Section 6.5 as the signature may reveal information about $M$’s identity. In practice, this should be enabled by $V$ if it observes some abuses. This requires to add in message $I_1$ a Signature Request payload, a Security Proposal payload for the signature, and an optional $H$’s Certificate Request payload if the certificates are managed using CRL. In message $I_2$, it requires to add payloads for the signature, for $M$’s certificate and eventually for $H$’s certificate.

A similar threat is given for $H$ which could be forced to keep the connection to $V$ after the message $HA1$ without gaining stronger confidence that both parties $M$ and $V$ are legitimate; otherwise a DoS attacker may flood $H$ with $I_3$ messages and close its own connection thereafter. The risk here can be minimized by requiring the $I_3$ message to be signed by $V$ whereby a time-stamp would also serve as a protection against replay attacks. Note that this signature cannot replace $\sigma_V$ from the last message as this is required for the mutual authentication between $V$ and $H$. Once again, this kind of protection should only be enabled, eventually automatically, when an abuse is detected in the same way as some IKE implementations.

Since the RAKE protocol is based on UDP between $V$ and $H$, a DoS attack could be mounted using fragmented IP packets. As explained by Kaufman et al. [KPS03], the protocols running on top of UDP that require sending large packets depend on IP packet reassembly. As it was done with IKE, one of the defense proposed [KPS03], depending on the deployment scenario, should be chosen to avoid such attacks to succeed.
6.7 Related Work

The initial solution for the tunnel-based WiFi roaming by Sastry et al. [SSC07] is based on VPN tunnels securing the end-to-end communication between the mobile device and its home network. In their scheme the visited network accepts every device without any authentication and grants it access to the home network over the Internet. The mobile device can thus initiate a VPN connection (using NAT traversal techniques if necessary). However, this solution has several weaknesses. First, the Internet access granted by the visited network, even a restricted one, may bear intrusion risks to its infrastructure. Second, the mobile device must comply with the network layer infrastructure of the visited network (e.g., IPv4/IPv6, IP assignment via DHCP). Third, VPN tunnels do not provide any proof to the visited network that the mobile device is connecting to its real home network as a VPN connection can be established to any server on the Internet. Fourth, visited and home networks do not authenticate each other, and as a consequence, neither accounting mechanisms nor quality-of-service contracts can be securely implemented. We fairly remark that Sastry et al. were focusing on the architecture for the city-wide WiFi roaming rather than dealing with the related authentication and key establishment goals.

Salgarelli et al. [SBG+03] suggested a general roaming authentication framework based on shared keys which can be implemented as an EAP method. Their protocol extends the Needham-Schroeder technique [NS78] to accommodate the authentication servers of the visited and the home network while minimizing the communication rounds between them. Previously, Molva et al. [MST94] described another roaming protocol based on shared keys, which was designed for the integration into the IBM’s KryptoKnight authentication and key distribution framework. Merino et al. [MMS+05] proposed a Single Sign-On authentication architecture based on 802.1X and EAP-TLS [SAH08] relying on the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Their method can be combined with any web-based authentication method, e.g., UAM. The drawback of this approach is that the mobile device is assumed to be able to check the validity of the visited network’s certificate while being off-line. Furthermore, the use of public-key operations might be costly for performance-constraint mobile devices. Similar drawbacks appear in the authentication protocols from [GPS+03,BEG+]. The latter suggests
to delegate the verification of visited network’s certificate to a trusted server. Long et al. [LW04] suggested a roaming protocol based on the modified SSL handshake assuming that mobile devices are equipped with public-key certificates, so that the protocol can be executed without active involvement of the home network. Ribeiro et al. [RSZ04] described a roaming authentication approach based on IPsec VPNs and a hierarchy of certification authorities. The aforementioned problems with validation of public-key certificates by the mobile device were solved by Meyer et al. [MCW05] via secret sharing technique [Sha79]. In their protocol described as an extension of EAP-TLS [SAH08], each visited network is assumed to hold a share of the home network’s secret key and the respective public-key certificate of the home network is pre-installed at the mobile device. During the execution of the protocol (which is a modified TLS handshake) the visited and the home network need to cooperate in order to perform the required signature and decryption operations.

The aforementioned solutions proposed for wireless non-tunnel-based roaming (in mobile phone and wireless IP networks) have been designed with the main goal to authenticate (and provide a session key to) the mobile and the visited network, whereby some approaches require interaction with the home network.

Much work has been done on the topic of fair non-repudiation of exchange, in which no party gains any advantage over other parties [KMZ02]. These protocols are mainly based on a trusted third-party and do not scale well to a real Internet environment. Hasan et al. presented a simpler roaming approach of non-repudiation [HS05] that can be applied in our architecture, but their algorithm is executed after each session, which increases the delay at each session ending as well as the loss of money in case of dispute. Goldberg et al. proposed a monitoring technique in presence of a man-in-the-middle that tries to bias measurements [GXT08]. Their solution could be used in the accounting domain, but appears less satisfying than ours in terms of security and efficiency. The fact that our solution exhibits better performance than the aforementioned ones is not surprising if we consider that it is specifically tailored for a three party infrastructure, which induces strong hypotheses and permits us to relax the problem.

User privacy is a popular research topic and fits in a wide variety of
protocols. For example, secret handshakes (as initiated in [BDS+03]) allow two users to learn whether they are members of the same group only if they possess corresponding membership credentials for this group and without disclosing the membership information in the opposite case. However, existing privacy-preserving authentication protocols do not give a direct, ad-hoc solution for the SWISH protocol, thus motivating the design of our anonymity and untraceability extension.

Another family of related protocols are Mobile IP [Per02] and Mobile IPv6 [Sol04]. Mobile IP was designed to allow a mobile host to change its point of attachment without changing its IP address. This is achieved by tunneling the packets to and from the mobile through a Home Agent located in the home network of the mobile. There are several important differences between SWISH and the Mobile IP solutions. First, unlike Mobile IP, SWISH does not assume that a mobile node will automatically receive an IP address in any visited network. Given the security issues in today’s Internet, providing an IP address to an unknown node might be risky. Second, the SWISH authentication mechanism involves the mobile node, the visited network and the home network while with Mobile IP the visited network does not participate in any authentication. More recently, Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIP) was proposed at IETF [GLD+08]. PMIP does not require the mobile device’s participation by using a PMIP gateway (a proxy), in the visited network, which allows the mobile user to receive an IP address from his home network. The PMIP architecture is actually very similar to the SWISH one, especially in IPv4 scenarios [WG10]. The main difference is that PMIP allows route optimization under three following assumptions: the encryption between $M$ and $H$ is not required, IPv6 is used by all parties and the destination supports Mobile IPv6. Even if RFC5779 [KBC+10] defines the interaction between PMIP and the Diameter protocol [CLG+03], there is no specific authentication protocol dedicated to the PMIP architecture.

Most of the standard authentication and key establishment protocols for mobile phone networks, e.g., [3GP08, ETS08, RK04], are based on the pre-shared key between the home network and its mobile device. These protocols establish the session key between the mobile device and the foreign network. Several solutions have been further proposed to allow roaming among different mobile phone networks. For example, the authenticated
roaming between GSM and UMTS has been specified within the UMTS standard [3GP07] and partially addressed in [3GP08] and the roaming procedure between UMTS and CDMA2000 has been addressed in [KCH+03]. Notable is also the man-in-the-middle attack discovered by Meyer and Wetzel [MW04] by which the attacker can impersonate a GSM base station to a UMTS subscriber as a result of missing integrity protection in GSM.

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a technology that aims at merging the Internet with the cellular world. This is the key element in the 3G architecture that makes it possible to provide ubiquitous access to all Internet services. In roaming scenarios, the IMS gateway to the Internet can be either located in the visited or in the home network. The former is the long term vision of IMS but requires both operators to be 3GPP Release 5-compliant [CGM04]. The authentication and authorization of the user is done by using SIP REGISTER messages [RSC+02]. If the user is a visitor, his credentials can be retrieved using the Diameter protocol [CLG+03] between authentication servers. Once authenticated, the mobile device established IPsec ESP tunnels with a specific server in the visited or home network. In IMS, the charging architecture [3GP05, 3GP10] defines the offline and the online charging models, corresponding respectively to the post-paid and pre-paid models. In offline charging, nodes that report charging events can be either located in the visited or in the home network. These nodes sends accounting information to a Billing System (BS) using the Diameter protocol. BSs in different domains exchange information using nonstandard means [CGM04]. Between the mobile device and the network nodes, a specific 3GPP extension to the SIP protocol [GMHM03] is used. In online charging, services are paid by credit units; some credit units are used to directly pay a service, others are used to reserve a number of units to provide service to the user [3GP06, CLG+03]. Even if this latter form may look similar to our accounting protocol, it does not include any adaptive mechanism which prevents from losing money if the server did not provide the service it pretends to. [CGM04]

In parallel to our work, Heer et al. defined a WiFi sharing solution based on tunnels, called PiSA [HGWW08]. Their solution is also based on Sastry et al.’s proposal [SSC07] and relies on the same trust assumptions between $\mathcal{M}$, $\mathcal{V}$ and $\mathcal{H}$. PiSA extends HIP [MN06] to add end-to-middle
authentication and signaling. They modify the two-party authentication of HIP to accept a third party, the visited network’s access point. The authentication phase of PiSA consists of four packets sent between $M$ and $H$, and unlike SWISH, requires $M$ to perform asymmetric encryption. For the tunneling phase, $M$ sends his data to $H$, that acts as an HIP proxy, through an ESP tunnel. To ensure that the packets from the mobile device are only sent to his home network, the access point is configured to only authorize authenticated HIP flows. As an advantage, since $V$ acts as a filter and does not perform tunneling, PiSA is a bit lighter than SWISH for $V$ during the tunneling phase. As drawbacks, PiSA requires the mobile to use ESP for tunneling while, in SWISH, thanks to IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) hardware encryption, the ESP tunnel can be safely disabled as long as the AH tunnel is enabled between $V$ and $H$. Note that in that case, we are not protected against a malicious visited network. We also notice that HIP is not widely deployed on both end-hosts and middle-boxes. This may require deep changes and setting up an HIP address resolution server. Finally, in PiSA, the untraceability against $V$ cannot really be ensured \cite{HGWW08}. 

Anyway, PiSA mostly benefits from the same advantages as SWISH and suffers from the same drawbacks, i.e., higher delay, each party need to be modified, ... 

Recently, Noack \cite{Noa09} proposed a protocol presented as an improvement of RAKE. This protocol has a mechanism for mobile anonymity which relies, like ours, on one-time pseudonyms. A drawback of his solution is that it forces $H$ to store a new one-time pseudonym after each session. Moreover, unlike our protocol, it does not satisfy unlinkability. The reason is that $M$ and $H$ compute the next one-time pseudonym at the end of the protocol using $K_{MH}$, so if $M$ never receives any message after sending its first message, $M$ will not be able to compute $K_{MH}$. Therefore, $V$ just has to drop some packets from $M$ to prevent $M$ from connecting anonymously. Noack also proposed an accounting mechanism, but it is not adaptive and significantly increases the workload of $M$, that has to verify public key signatures. This makes the protocol difficult to use in actual network environments using high bandwidth, where a good compromise between computational cost and loss risk might be difficult to achieve. Finally, we note that one of the methods claimed to improve efficiency in \cite{Noa09} is to remove public-key encryption and signatures. However, the improved method relies on the
well-known Diffie-Hellman key agreement which has not only a comparable complexity but also requires to stick to a particular cryptographic assumption. In contrast, original RAKE is more flexible in that it uses generic public-key primitives for signatures and encryption and can be implemented under different cryptographic assumptions.
Chapter 7

Deployment

SWISH tries to solve a very pragmatic problem. It is therefore very important for such a mechanism to be usable in actual networks. SWISH has been implemented and deployed in working environments in order to demonstrate that it could be used at a large scale.

In this chapter, we first introduce our prototype implementation and discuss its deployment in corporate and home networks. Then we compare the performance of RAKE in terms of connection delay w.r.t. popular authentication methods and discuss potential scalability issues that may appear during the tunneling phase.

7.1 Implementation

The current SWISH implementation is composed of two blocks: the RAKE protocol and a tunneling mechanism. The former is used to authenticate each party and to derive keys that are used by the latter to establish authenticated — and optionally encrypted — tunnels.

We chose to implement RAKE as an EAP method and to include it inside the hostap [Mal] software. The tunneling phase uses IPsec to achieve its goals. This section explains these choices and how these parts are working together.
7.1.1 Overview of EAP

The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) \cite{ABV04} is an authentication framework that aims at being used at low layers when IP is not required or has not been configured yet. It runs over data-link protocols such as Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) or IEEE 802, e.g., Ethernet or WiFi. Over IEEE 802, EAP is encapsulated within EAPOL (designed for IEEE 802.1X \cite{IEE04}) to be used over Ethernet or WiFi (IEEE 802.11 \cite{IEE07}). In practice, the most important usage of EAP nowadays is for WiFi. The WPA- and WPA2-enterprise protocols proposed by the WiFi alliance are based on EAP.

EAP is an extensible protocol, which indicates that it only offers the framework but no authentication in itself. The authentication as well as the key exchange, used for encrypting the WiFi channel if any, are managed by special algorithms on top of EAP, called methods. Many EAP methods have been designed; some have been standardized at IETF \cite{FBW08,SAH08,ABV04,HS06,AH06,CWMSZ07}, some others are vendor specific \cite{TNC05,SMBS04}.

RAKE has been designed to authenticate mobile users on WiFi networks. Since we had to rely anyway on the IEEE 802.11 layer, using the IEEE 802.1X and EAP framework quickly seemed to be the best solution to allow RAKE to be included in existing architectures.

The 802.1X/EAP protocol is depicted on Figure 7.1. This represents a common enterprise scenario where the access point cannot identify the users by itself but relies on the enterprise’s authentication server to do so. In EAP, the mobile device is called supplicant or peer, the authentication server is called the authenticator or the EAP server. There is no home nor visited networks as we are not in a roaming environment yet. When the mobile device is associated with the access point at the 802.11 layer, the device sends an EAPOL start message. At $\circledast$, the port of the access point is blocked, which implies that the access point only accepts EAP messages from this mobile device. EAP works by requests — sent by the authenticator — followed by responses — sent by the supplicant. The first EAP request is always an identity request. This identity is used by the authenticator to decide which EAP method it will use with the connected device. At $\circledcirc$, the
access point does not know how to authenticate the user and so forwards the identity response to the authentication server inside a *RADIUS Access request* message. Upon reception of this message (③), the authentication server determines which EAP method to use with the mobile device and creates an EAP state-machine for this method and this user. Then several EAP requests and responses are exchanged between the server and the mobile device. The number of exchanges depends on the particular method. Once the authentication and key exchange succeed (④), the EAP state machine is flushed and an *EAP Success* message is sent. The RADIUS message also contains the negotiated key so that the access point is able to derive keys to encrypt the wireless channel. When the access point receives the *EAP Success*, it transmits it to the mobile device and sets its port in the *authorized* state. Finally, some EAPOL and 802.11 packets are exchanged to complete the association. Note that even if we only mention wireless in this section, this works nearly exactly in the same way for a wired connection using 802.1X.

![Diagram of the EAP protocol with an authentication server](image)

**Figure 7.1:** The EAP protocol with an authentication server

On the implementation side, the EAP standard defines an *EAP Switch Model* for interaction between EAP and its methods [VEPO05]. The EAP switches (one for the peer, one for the server) control the negotiation of EAP methods, and success or failure. In the access point, the switch also aims...
to decide whether a EAP packet must be treated locally or encapsulated to a backend EAP server. Hooks between the EAP switch and any EAP method are clearly defined. For the peer, the EAP switch can request to initiate the state machine, to delete it, to check whether an incoming request is correct, to respond to one, and to retrieve the negotiated EAP key. For the authenticator, the EAP switch performs similar actions but asks for the next *EAP request* generation instead of the response.

### 7.1.2 Implementation of RAKE in hostap

Our new EAP method has been integrated in *hostap* which provides WiFi drivers, an authentication daemon (*V*) and a WPA supplicant (*M*). We modified the latter two to support EAP-RAKE. The message exchange between *V* and *H* is not covered by *hostap* directly since EAP does not provide any way to include a third party in addition to a peer and an authenticator. We thus defined a *RAKE client* (*V*) and a *RAKE server* (*H*) that are able to communicate together over UDP.

The architecture of our implementation within *hostap* is shown on Figure 7.2. The *EAP peer switch*, *EAP server switch* and the *hostap library* were already implemented in *hostap*, the other tiles are RAKE specific. *EAP-RAKE peer* implements *M*'s behavior, the *EAP-RAKE server* implements the visited network, and *RAKEd/rake* the home network. These three modules deal with the parsing and the creation of the RAKE messages according to the current state-machine status.

The layer containing EAP switches, *RAKE client* and *server* communicates with the upper layer via aforementioned hooks. *RAKEd* is the daemon that deal with the transport layer communication and initiates new sessions in *H*.

We also defined a large library which provides the payload parsing, message assembly, configuration parsing, payload data computations, ... Each payload type has its own module and each data is treated as object. This design allows clear and modular source code. For the cryptographic function calls, we support the use of either the *hostap* internal implementations or OpenSSL.

*Agile* development methods have been followed for our implementation.
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Unit and black-box tests have been written for most parts of the software. They are all re-run each time we develop a small new iteration. We have currently implemented a total of 60 files for about 12,500 lines of C, library and test cases included.

7.1.3 Tunneling

The tunneling phase of SWISH requires:

- The tunneling of all data sent by $M$, from the first IP hop in the visited network, to $H$.
• Authentication between $V$ and $H$ to avoid an attacker that would inject traffic in data flow.

• Optional encryption between $M$ and $H$ if they do not trust $V$.

These requirements can be fulfilled by creating IPsec tunnels. IPsec is a security architecture that have been designed for communications relying on the IP (both IPv4 and IPv6) layer [KS05]. This architecture defines different security protocols, security associations, the key management and the cryptographic algorithms that can be used.

Two security protocols are defined, AH [Ken05a] and ESP [Ken05b]. Both operate between the network (IP) and the transport (TCP, UDP, ...) layers and secure all upper layers. The Authentication Header (AH) protocol can only be used for authentication. The packet payload as well as the constant IP header fields are included in the computation. The Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol can perform authentication, encryption or both. AH and ESP can be used in transport or tunnel mode. Actually, the tunnel mode corresponds to a protected IP-over-IP tunnel and should be used when one of both ends does not correspond to the ends of the upper-layer connections.

For SWISH, two different channel have to be secured, the $V$-$H$ and the $M$-$H$ ones. Since neither of them ends at both sides at an end-host, they must be operated in tunnel mode. The first one only needs AH. The second one uses ESP for both encryption and authentication.

In each IPsec host, a Security Association (SA) database defines which IPsec policy to apply for which packets. A SA defines the protocol (AH or ESP), its operation mode, the Security Parameter Index (SPI), the cryptographic algorithm and the keys. The SPI is an index exchanged in clear in ESP and AH that can be used to identify the flows. For one tunnel, there are two SA, one for each direction. In SWISH, the SA are exchanged by using the RAKE protocols, in $S^{Tun}$ and $S^{TEnc}$ payloads.

In the IPsec architecture, the key management can be done either via the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol or manually. IKE [KHNE10] is also used to negotiate the cryptographic algorithms supported by each party. In SWISH, the RAKE protocol includes key exchange. Additionally,

---

1Actually AH and ESP can also operate as an IPv6 Extension.
we can rely on RAKE to negotiate the cryptographic algorithms that will be used during the tunneling phase. EAP-RAKE totally replaces IKE in this context: tunnel type, algorithm and keys are configured by the SWISH process directly as if they were defined manually.

In practice, we use the IPsec implementation from the Openswan project [Xel]. Addition and removal from the SA database are performed by interacting directly with the API of the kernel module.

7.1.4 The SWISH architecture

Until now, only independent tiles of SWISH have been explained but not how they communicate together. This architecture is depicted on Figure 7.3.

First, we must note that the entity denoted \( V \) until now may actually be physically composed of three distinct entities. First, the access point is the device to which the mobile user connects. As already mentioned in Section 7.1.1, the access point, in enterprise configurations, may not be able to perform authentication by itself. In this case, it only relays the EAP packets to an authentication server. Once 802.1X has completed the authentication, the access point keeps a state until the mobile device disconnects. In this case, the authentication server is the authenticator that implements the EAP-RAKE protocol. Once the authentication has been completed, this server flushes all data related to this authentication. Finally, the tunnel start-point may be a different host. The latter should be on the same LAN as \( M \) and should be its default gateway to the Internet. The motivations of deploying SWISH on several servers could be to centralize data (e.g., the authentication), for scalability or for performance reasons. In the home network, the authenticator may also be different from the tunnel end-point.

As seen in Figure 7.3, the RAKE protocol runs between the mobile device and the authenticators of \( V \) and \( H \). Once completed, the EAP framework in \( M \) and \( V \) informs the lower layers of the negotiated key. At the same time, the RAKE modules pass the SA related to the client to the SWISH monitors, managing the tunnels. Once done, the RAKE process can terminate. Three connections must be kept alive: the 802.1X/WiFi connection between the mobile and the access point, the authenticated tunnel between \( V \) and \( H \), the encrypted tunnel between \( M \) and \( H \). The first one is managed by the
802.11 architecture. The latter two are managed by *SWISH monitors* which are responsible for the SA database and send keep-alive between entities to ensure that they are still reachable.
Figure 7.3: SWISH Global Architecture
7.2 Deployment Scenarios

A key issue for any WiFi sharing solution is that it should be possible to deploy it in existing networks as an additional service. In this section, we discuss the deployment of our prototype in corporate and home networks.

7.2.1 Deploying SWISH in Enterprise Networks

A first deployment scenario consists in using SWISH between a set of companies or institutions that want to allow their users to roam securely, and to offer an Internet access to their visitors. This deployment has similar incentives as Eduroam between educational institutions [Edu].

Today’s enterprise networks typically use simple WiFi access points managed by a central controller [GJ09]. These simple access points can advertise multiple SSIDs, but all the authentication is performed by the controller. To evaluate SWISH in a real network, we deployed it in two campus networks (Figure 7.4). The first network, located at UCLouvain, acts as the visited network. It is composed of Cisco Aironet WiFi access points managed by a Cisco WiSM controller. The WiFi access points advertise a specific RAKE SSID and the controller forwards all authentication requests received on this SSID to our authentication server over RADIUS. The WiFi controller and the access points were not modified to support RAKE thanks to the EAP framework and RADIUS. The only required changes were a few lines of configuration on the WiFi controller.

![Diagram showing SWISH deployment architecture between the UCLouvain and FUNDP networks](image)

Figure 7.4: SWISH deployment architecture between the UCLouvain and FUNDP networks

To be able to create the required tunnels, the SWISH server must act
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as M’s gateway to the Internet. For this, we configured the controller to perform layer-2 bridging between the SWISH-enabled SSID and the SWISH server. In a large network, it would be possible to spread the load over multiple SWISH servers.

The second campus network, located on the premises of FUNDP, serves as a home network. The authentication and the tunnel end-point are deployed on a single SWISH server running Linux and our software.

Within this infrastructure (Figure 7.4), we used a Linux computer running EAP-RAKE to connect to the RAKE-enabled SSID in UCLouvain and obtained access to the Internet through the FUNDP network. As expected, since FUNDP and UCLouvain are well connected through the BELNET network, no latency was observable.

7.2.2 Deploying SWISH in User-Provided Networks

As indicated in Section 5.2, WiFi sharing is also popular among home users. SWISH can also be deployed in these environments. Our implementation runs on the OpenWRT Linux distribution that is used on several types of Linux-based DSL routers. In this case, the modified router can serve as both V — as an access point, authenticator, and tunnel start-point — for visitors, and H — as an authenticator and tunnel end-point — for roaming householders.

However, letting each user deploy SWISH on his own is not the best deployment strategy. Using a DSL router as H would provide limited performance given its low bandwidth and relatively high delays of the access links. A better strategy would be for DSL or CATV ISPs to install SWISH on their set-top boxes and to maintain a set of SWISH servers in their backbone that can be used by their users. Users would benefit from high performance while the ISP would have a large WiFi coverage thanks to its users. Such a service would probably be very interesting for network operators that do not already offer wireless services.
7.3 Performance

In this section, we first compare the performance of RAKE in terms of connection delay w.r.t. popular authentication methods. We then discuss potential scalability issues that may appear during the tunneling phase.

Our testbed was composed of three devices that play the roles of $M$, $H$ and $V$. $M$ was directly connected to $H$ which was directly connected to $V$ via Gigabit Ethernet. For regular measurements, the three devices were 2.6 Ghz Pentium 4 and 1 GBytes RAM computers running Linux and equipped with Gigabit-Ethernet cards. These were able to forward 512-byte packets at a rate of up to 237 Mbps. For the low-end access point measurement, we used as $H$ an Asus WL-500gp access-point (Broadcom BCM47XX 266 Mhz CPU, 32 MBytes of RAM) running OpenWRT 8.09. It was able to forward 512-byte packets up to 33 Mbps. Finally, for the smartphone measurements, we used as $M$ a Nokia N900 (ARM Cortex-A8 600 MHz CPU, 256 MBytes of RAM) running Maemo 5, a Linux-based OS.

7.3.1 RAKE Authentication Delay

We first evaluate the authentication delay of RAKE and compare it with two popular EAP-based protocols: EAP-TTLS \cite{FBW08} and EAP-PEAP \cite{PSS+04}. This is an optimistic environment from an authentication delay viewpoint as the delay between the different hosts is lower than a real deployment. We measured the authentication delay as the delay between the end of the EAP discovery phase that is common in the three schemes and the EAP-Success message that authorizes $M$. In our lab, an EAP-TTLS/MD5 authentication was performed in 12.9 milliseconds while an EAP-PEAP/MSCHAPV2 authentication required 15.5 milliseconds. Figure 7.5 provides additional details by showing the execution time used by $V$ and $M$. This execution time was computed by analyzing a packet trace collected on all the participating machines. The difference between the authentication and the execution time is the network delay between the hosts.

Despite the fact that RAKE involves three parties, the authentication delay for $M$ in our lab was only 17.4 milliseconds\footnote{It should be noted that the actual delay before success for $H$ is slightly higher. $H$ has indeed to process the MA2 message once $M$ and $V$ have already completed.}. Figure 7.5 shows that...
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Figure 7.5: In comparison with other popular EAP authentication methods, our implementation of EAP-RAKE performs well. It is lighter for the mobile device but heavier for the visited network. The cost for the home network that has to authenticate both $M$ and $V$ is similar than EAP server authentication in the popular methods.

$M$ spends only slightly more than 2 milliseconds to process the RAKE messages. This is lower than the processing time required by the two other authentication methods. We fairly mention that the actual authentication duration of RAKE may be higher than the other local authentication methods as RAKE needs to send messages over the Internet. Still, methods such as Eduroam [Edu] using EAP-TTLS [FBW08] for roaming also require to authenticate the mobile user in his home network, which requires six Internet round-trip times in our campus network. In RAKE, most of the execution time is spent on $V$. A closer look at the measurements reveals that the longest computation time are the processing of the $HA1$ message and the generation of the $MA2$ message, which involve a decryption and a signature verification. Likewise, for $H$ the longest execution time is spent generating the $HA1$ message. Nevertheless the total execution time remains low. It should be noted that as of this writing, RAKE has not yet been optimized to reduce its computation time.

We also performed measurements with lower end devices. Figure 7.6 shows the execution time for $M$ on a smartphone. First, we can see that, with 9.9 milliseconds of computation time, RAKE is much faster than other popular EAP methods on the client device. Second, unlike other evaluated EAP methods, the computation time on client side is fully independent from the key size as our protocol relieves the — presumably resource-constrained — mobile device from any costly asymmetric cryptography computation. This result shows clearly that our goal of having an authentication scheme that can be easily supported by mobile devices such as smart phones or notebooks is achieved. It also means that RAKE is appropriate for han-
dovers between different networks (both IP networks or between GSM/3G and WiFi).

![Figure 7.6: Actual computational time on $M$ measured with a Nokia N900. The computation time on a light mobile device for EAP-RAKE remains low and is not increasing with the size of asymmetric keys as asymmetric encryption is not used in the mobile devices.]

### 7.3.2 SWISH Tunneling Scalability

A campus network implementing SWISH could potentially need to support a large number of mobile devices at the same time, e.g., during a conference organized on the campus. Once the mobile devices have been authenticated, the main cost of SWISH are the IPsec tunnels used by $V$.

In order to determine the tunneling forwarding limit, we performed measurements with several clients sending unidirectional constant UDP traffic to a tunnel start-point. The client was running D-ITG [BDP07] and generated a 1 Mbps stream composed of 512-byte packets. The client was connected via a Gigabit-Ethernet link to the tunnel-server that sent the IPsec packets over a second Gigabit-Ethernet interface. The server used for the measurements is far below current server’s specifications. We also performed measurements by using a low-end standalone access point as tunnel start-point server.

![Figure 7.7 provides, for the visited network, the bandwidth (or the number of 1 Mbps-clients) that can be supported by the Pentium server and the access-point without losing packets. The Pentium server is able to encapsulate IPsec packets at up to 161 Mbps using AH with HMAC-SHA1 and at up to 149 Mbps using AH with HMAC-SHA256. In contrast, the impact of AH on the access point is more significant since it already starts to drop packets above 9 Mbps using AH with HMAC-SHA1. The latter bandwidth is more than needed for visitors as 8.2 Mbps is observed as the mean residen-]
Figure 7.7: The cost of tunneling for $V$ is rather low. On an outdated Pentium server, tunneling is performed at more than 150 Mbps. On a low-end access point, a bandwidth of 9 Mbps is attained with AH, which is above the typical residential bandwidth. Offloading of the AH authentication on a dedicated server is a way to allow much more visitors to use a single access point.

However, if better performances are required, the access points could also forward data to dedicated tunneling servers in their own ISP network using an unprotected tunnel (as explained in Section 7.2.2). Figure 7.7 shows that it is possible to forward traffic at 21 Mbps through such an unprotected GRE tunnel using the same access point.

To evaluate the scalability for $H$, we used three scenarios: only using an authenticated tunnel (HMAC-SHA1); using both an authenticated tunnel (HMAC-SHA1) and typical ESP encryption with the mobile (HMAC-SHA1+AES128-CBC); using both an authenticated tunnel (HMAC-SHA256) and strong ESP encryption with the mobile (HMAC-SHA256+AES256-CBC). Figure 7.8 shows the maximum throughput obtained on $H$. It shows that we can reach 161 Mbps with only an AH tunnel. If encryption is enabled, when using typical AH+ESP (resp. strong AH+ESP security parameters), the server’s limits are reached when the total customers’ bandwidth reaches 79 Mbps (resp. 69 Mbps). This implies that networks that have to handle a large number of customers should dimension their servers accord-

\footnote{Source: $\text{http://www.netindex.com/}$ 8.22 Mbps for download and 2.31 Mbps for upload, on Nov 10, 2010. The value is the rolling mean throughput in Mbps over the past 30 days where the mean distance between the client and the server is less than 300 miles.}
Figure 7.8: The cost of using an encrypted tunnel is more important for $H$. On the same server as for $V$, the maximum bandwidth is 161 Mbps for AH only and 79 Mbps if both AH and ESP are used with typical key sizes.

ingly. However, we should expect that server-class computers using IPsec hardware acceleration would handle a much higher bandwidth. Moreover, we remind that the strong security settings are far beyond current security recommendations for such tunneling $^{[Ecr10]}$. 
Chapter 8

Conclusion

The ubiquity of WiFi mobile devices encourages users to share their WiFi Internet access. Popular WiFi sharing solutions often address some of the security issues for the mobile user but often overlook the security of the shared network. It is now easy to find — in the press — examples of abuse made on unprotected WiFi networks [Shi03, Aco07, Dic09, Par07]. Additionally, more and more countries are currently fighting against Internet sharing which cannot guarantee user identification, for the sake of anti-terrorism or copyright infringement [LDN10, BBC10, Ski10, Mey10].

SWISH simultaneously meets the concerns of those who want to provide or use shared WiFi Internet access. It provides the security guarantees required by network owners while respecting both the security and the privacy of mobile users. This is achieved by forwarding the packets of the mobile user through a tunnel to his home network using a provably secure cryptographic protocol. In addition to the core mechanism, the SWISH adaptive accounting protocol allows the visited network to safely charge for the utilization of the shared Internet access. The privacy extension prevents the visited network from tracing visitors while allowing the visitors’ home networks to identify its own users.

We showed in the previous chapter how SWISH can easily be deployed in both enterprise and home WiFi networks. The prototype we have developed is working in these two environments. Our measurements with a non-optimized prototype indicate that the performance of SWISH is comparable to the performance of deployed authentication schemes that do not
provide the same security features as SWISH.

WiFi sharing will probably play soon an important role for mobile operators as a complement to other — more expensive — mobile data solutions such as 3G or LTE. However, we think that offloading can only be done on WiFi if we can rely on a good coverage and if security is ensured. Solutions such as SWISH, if deployed by large operators or user communities, fulfill these goals and may help the convergence of all mobile technologies. Some additional features could still be investigated to improve our proposal, for instance, fast roaming (e.g., from a WiFi to WiFi or from 3G to WiFi in a city), optimized performance, load balancing between tunneling servers, . . .
General Conclusion

This thesis was aimed at making renumbering and sharing of IP networks safer and easier. It was structured in two parts, the first one focused on IPv6 site renumbering, and the second one on WiFi sharing.

In the first part of the thesis, we explained that being able to renumber an IPv6 network is a key operation for the scalability of the future Internet. Then, we showed that that renumbering, even if sometimes complex, can be partially automated. Firstly, we described a new mechanism for address allocation and propagation. This mechanism automates a part of the process while ensuring strong security. Secondly, we showed that it is possible to ease the update of configuration files during a renumbering by using macros and some specific rules for transition.

In the second part of the thesis, a Secure WiFi SHaring solution, SWISH. Its design and implementation are key contributions of this thesis. SWISH is compatible with existing standards and allows a network to share its Internet connection to visitors without any risk from misbehaviors. The visitors are also fully protected against a malicious network which would like to sniff or alter the content they sent. SWISH is composed of an authentication and key exchange protocol, called RAKE which is implemented above the EAP protocol, and a tunneling phase implemented by using IPsec tunnels.

The growing number of mobile devices connected to the Internet slowly transforms the existing networking models and makes new needs appear. This thesis addressed two important issues for the current and the future Internet. The approach that was chosen is definitely practical and several tools have been developed to demonstrate the applicability of our solutions. We think that these solutions could contribute to the upcoming evolutions of network management and security.
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